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A B S T R A C T
The main purpose of th is  study was to focus attention  on an 
h is to r ic a lly  important, but somewhat neglected and overlooked, 
build ing m aterial and system o f construction which dominated the 
urban and suburban scene In South Africa a t the turn of the 
nineteenth century, namely, corrugated Iron and the so-called  
wood and Iron form of construction.
The somewhat lim ited  lite ra tu re  on the subject was reviewed and 
a summary of the h is to rica l background and history c f the manu- 
0  fac ture  and use of corrugated Iro n , and the various systems of
construction th a t I t  spawned, was compiled. Some attention  was 
given to the occurrence and d is trib u tio n  of the forms of corrugated 
iron construction in the h is to rica l context, and a sample survey of 
extant examples of buildings In some of the well known, and lesser 
known, areas o f concentration was carried out.
The h is to r ic a l, technological, development of the various systems 
of construction using corrugated Iron was analysed, and some case 
studies I llu s tra t in g  the findings In th is  respect we^e reviewed.
The study revealed that the subject of corrugated Iron construction 
m  In South A frica was Indeed a vast one, and one that had received
scant a tten tion  from arch itectura l h is torians , or chroniclers of 
build ing construction, up to th is  time. I t  also revealed that there 
Is  s t i l l  a reasonbly good sized stock of Iron buildings of varying 
types in the country today, many of which may be worthy i f  preser­
vation fo r th e ir  h is to rica l and arch itectura l In te re s t end 
sign ificance.
However, the lack of knowledge and records of early  corrugated Iron 
construction In South A fr ic a , as well as the v irtu a l absence of any 
systemmatlc records and evaluations of extant examples of buildings 
In  th is  respect, appear to make the formula!.nn of a relevant 
conservation po licy , d i f f ic u l t ,  I f  not Impossible at th is  stage.
I t  was concluded, therefore , that a survey o f the existing  stock of 
corrugated Iron buildings In th is  country,leading the preparation 
o f a conservation study and policy related s p e c ific a lly  tc th is  type 
o f b u ild ing , was o f f i r s t  p r io r ity .
I t  became apparent that the corrugated iron tra d itio n  In south Africa  
was of great h is to ric a l and arch itec tu ra l In te rest and significance  
and needed to be studied In greater d e ta il than was possible w ithin  
the scope o f th is  present study.
In conclusion, some thoughts on the p o s s ib ility  of reassessing the 
humble aw* much maligned m ateria l, corrugated Iro n , In the fu tu re , 
were submitted.
Information fo r th is  study was drawn from sources Including 
surviving build ings, records o f early  works, l ib ra r ie s , museums 
and archives. Invaluable help has been supplied by the personnel 
of the In s titu tio n s  and local museums v is ite d , such as a t Slmons- 
town and Barberton. In p a rtic u la r, I am gratefu l fo r the ass is t­
ance given by Alison Bornman, o f the la t te r  museum, who provided 
me with some useful background m aterial on the history o f the 
buildings Involved. I  am also p a rtic u la rly  Indebted to Andrew 
Hall of the Transvaal Museum Services fo r his valuaMe comments on 
corrugated Iron structures, and fo r a copy o f his thesis on the 
history o f American Galvanized Iron Roofing and Cladding from the 
1870's to the 1920's.
Thanks are due to Mr John Rennie and Mr Brian Kearney, who during 
the course o f my survey of ex isting  build ings, helped to put me on 
the r ig h t t r a i ls  In Cape Town and Durban, respectively. In th is  
connexion, I  am p a rtic u la rly  gratefu l to my w ife , who p a tien tly  
acted as navigator, while I searched among the not always so 
re lia b ly  mapped labyrinth  of streets In the various parts of the 
country Involved, fo r the elusive examples o f corrugated Iron
buildings Involved. I am also Indebted to my daughter-in-law and
son who helped with some of the las t minute typing, c o lla tin g  and 
binding chores Involved In the completion of the p ro ject. Without 
the stim ulation and encouragement provided by Prof. D. Radford In the
supervision o f th is study I t  might never have been completed.
A ll present day photographs are my own, and photographs, repro­
ductions o f old drawings and other documents, have been s p e c ific a lly  
acknowledged
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C H A P T E R  1
II
H I S T O R I C A L  B A C K G R O U N D
Attention w il l  be focussed In th is  study on an one hundred y e a r-  
period of development of corrugated iron and associated f orms of 
build ing construction spanning the nineteenth and e a r l)  twentieth 
centuries.
Before doing th is  i t  is  necessary to place th is  period o e development 
in i ts  broader h is to rica l perspective, p a rtic u la rly  in the context of 
South A frica  as a colony of the time, in order to do th is  the angle 
of focus w il l  have to be quite considerably widened to view the 
subjec* against the background of p o l i t ic a l , social and economic 
development in Europe and i ts  colonies during the preceding two 
centuries. These two centuries, 1e. the seventeenth and eighteenth, 
also happen to coincide with the early  h is to rica l l i f e  span o f South 
A frica  I t s e l f .
In the narrower vision of the nineteenth and early  twentieth  
centuries the history of corrugated iron construction can be seen as 
being in extricab ly  interwoven <*1th the social and economi- history  
o f V ictorian  B rita in  and its  Empire. In the broader vision of the 
middle f if te e n th  to the early  twentieth centuries i t  can be seen as 
being part of an ongoing and accelerating process of p o lit ic a l ,  
s o c ia l, re lig ious  and In te lle c tu a l change and development on a world­
wide scale.
In  tM s  chapter the subject, 1e. early  corrugated Iron construction 
In Sjuth A fr ic a , w il l  be rtviewed in the context of th is  broader 
h is to r ic a l vision.
Although the heyday of the wood and iron tra d itio n  in South Africa  
could loosely be called  the period from 1890 to 1920 (1 ) ,  corrugated 
iron structures have been recorded as having been sent out to the 
country as early  as 1846 (2 ) .  In any evert the significance of the
" t in  trv d ltlo n "  In South Africa can only bo appreciated against the 
h is to ric a l background of the fu^l hundred year period of I ts  
development in Europe and the colonies, that Is ,  from the 1820s to 
the 1920s. In order to see th is  period In Its  true perspective I t  Is 
also necessary to consider the economic developments which had taken 
place In the mother countries of Holland and England and in th e ir  
fledgeling  colony South A fric a , during the preceding two hundred 
years.
South A frica came in to  existence a t a time when Europe «s 
experiencing an acceleration In development in a l l  spheres of l i f e .  
This was a re s u lt to a great degree to the accumulative e ffe c t of 
developments In  science and technology and the growing complexity of 
l i f e  (3 ) .  P o li t ic a l ,  so c ia l, re lig ious  and In te lle c tu a l changes had 
been taking place from as early  as 1450, and were to continue at an 
ever Increasing pace u n til the present time. Capitalism was In the 
process o f developing. Part of the process of change was the r1 .c  of 
national states which together with the r is e  of capitalism  and 
expansion overseas led to the development by the new nations of the 
economic p o lic ie s , theories and practices which have come to be 
called  "m ercantilism "(4 ). "Mercantilism" Is  a term used to cover the 
e ffo rts  o f the v<v ious European countries to make themselves 
powerful, wealthy and united. These e ffo rts  gave ris e  to the urge to 
colonize and led among other things to the foundation of great 
trading companies. The various powers of the time established 
special organizations to control th e ir  colonization a c t iv it ie s .
These were the various East India trading companies formed by the 
Dutch, B r itis h  and French.
South A frica  was a product of th is  urge to explore and colonize as 
w ell as to find new trading routes and sources of raw materials and 
Imports fo r  the mother countries. Not long a fte r  van Rlebeeck landed 
In 1652 to found a refreshment s ta tio n , a half-way house to In Ha, 
South A frica  was to come under the ju ris d ic tio n  of one c f the 
trading companies, 1e. the powerful Dutch East India Company(S) and 
begin to fee l the e ffec ts  of the m ercan tilis t po lic ies of the time.
As well as o tk  factors peculiar to the South African scene (6 ) ,  
these m ercan tilis t po lic ies  of the Dutch and In la te r  years of the
3English mother countries were to make South Africa almost completely 
dependent on the importation of processed goods from the parent 
states . In p a rtic u la r, the growth of processing industries was 
discouraged by the polic ies  of mercantilism. Thus, the colonizing  
powers in th e ir  pursuit of increased strength and wealth, regarded 
anything which tended to make the colonies more indedendant as evil 
and dangerous. The growth of processing industries was therefore 
strenuously opposed. The colonies were developed with two main 
objects in mind, namely, to provide the mother country with raw 
m aterials which she herself could not produce and which had therefore 
to be imported from other countries, and to serve as outlets fo r the 
processed commodities of the mother country (7 ) . And so i t  was that, 
although Europe had reached a very advanced stage of in d u stria liza tio n  
®  by the second h a lf of the nineteenth century, South Africa had
remained a predominantly rural economy. Small local industries , such 
as brick-making, hand-sawn timber production, hand-made fu rn itu re  
and sm all-scale m ills  for grinding wheat and maize, had sprung up at 
an early  date throughout the country. But, in the development of 
Industry in the sense of modern manufacturing industry, South Africa 
was to lag almost a century behind the Industria l Revolution in 
England (8 ).
The m aterial and techniques of corrugated iron construction could be 
said to be a product of the so-called Industria l Revolution. By the 
time that a peak had been reached !n industria l development in 
f  England, ie .  in the 1850s, South A fn r *  had been firm ly  cast in the
c h a ra c te ris tic a lly  dependent mould of a m ercan tilis t colony and had
become v ir tu a lly  a captive market for the manufactured products of
the mother country, such as corrugated iron.
I t  is  iro n ic  to note that by the time that diamonds were discovered 
and intensive gold mining developments were taking place in South 
A fric a , the re s tr ic t iv e  po lic ies  of the early colonists had already 
given way to the more relaxed concepts of " la is s e z -fa ire " , but 
south A frica was not able to take advantage of th is . The mining 
developments during the la t te r  part of the nineteenth century were 
in themselves so rapid that they absorbed a l l  available c a p ita l,  
s k ille d  manpower and entrepreneurship that they generated, and 
factory production on any s ig n ifican t scale could s t i l l  not take
<place. Indeed I t  was not u n til the Act of Union In 1910 and the 
emergence o f other forces and factors during and a fte r  the f i r s t  
world war that South Africa began to come into  Its  own as an 
In d u s tria lized  nation. In fac t I t  was not u n til The South African  
Iron and Steel Corporation (Isc o r) was established in 1928 that 
South A frica became capable of manufacturing such m aterials as 
sheet s te e l.
The same forces of colonization and expansion of overseas trade that 
were to provide the Incentive fo r the acceleration In technological 
Invention In England a t the time of the Industria l Revolution of 
1760-1820 were to bake South A frica an ideal captive market fo r the 
products of th is  period and the years to fo llow . Corrugated Iron was 
one such product.
These forces gave rise  tc unusual circumstances such as "the 
settlement of a new colony, the finding of gold and diamonds and the 
w&glng o f a f a r -o f f  campaign". In turn these circumstances generated 
a local demand fo r a varie ty  of building types which, fc r  the reasons 
outlined above, exceeded the local capacity to supply. Victorian  
B rita in  on the other hand, possessed the a b i l i ty  to respond to th is  
demand In the shape of I ts  characteris tic  technological competence 
and In d u stria l c a p a b ility . In the f ie ld  of building th is  demand was 
met by the development of prefabricating  techniques and m aterials  
such as corrugated Iron . The history of prefabrication and the 
development of corrugated Iron In the early  days Is largely that of 
the successful response of a highly Industria lized  and 
technologically competent V ictorian mother country to the demands of 
I ts  underdeveloped and less capable colonies such as South A frica .
( 9 ) . In the following chapter the history of the technological 
development of galvanized corrugated Iron w il l  be considered In the 
narrower vision of the nineteenth and early  twentieth centuries.
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H I S T O R Y  O F  T H E  T E C H N O L O G I C A L  
D E V E L O P M E N T  OF  C O R R U G A T E D  I R O N
In the previous chapter early  corrugated Iron construction In South 
A frica  was looked a t In the context of a broader h is to rica l vision 
covering a period of some four centuries of development In Europe 
and the Colonies. In th is  chapter some aspects of the subject w ill  
be discussed In the narrower vision of the one hundred year period 
of development or corrugated Iron from about 1820 to 1920.
Corrugated Iron w ill  be defined; the history of the manufacture and 
jse of the m ate ria l. Including the development of the process of 
galvanizing, w il l  then be ou tlined; and some of the principal merits 
and demerits of the m aterial w il l  be discussed.
, DEFINITION
Corrugated iron may be defined as sheet Iron formed In to  a series of 
rounded, p a ra lle l ridges and hollows (1 ) . The term galvanized 
corrugated Iron Is In a sense misleading, because since the la tte r  
h a lf  of the nineteenth century the metal used became predominantly 
steel rather than Iron and the m aterial was zinc-dipped rather thin  
"galvanized".
'
11 OUTLINE HISTORY OF MANUFACTURE AND USE OF CORRUGATED IRON
The corrugated Iron tra d itio n  was born In England In the early 1820s 
against the h is to rica l background sketched In Chapter 1. The 
Victorian era In B rita in  was about to be ushered In with the 
accession of Queen V ic toria  to the throne In B rita in  In 1837. In 
South Africa sovereignty over the Cape had recently been acquired 
y B r ita in , 1e. in 1814; 5000 B ritish  Immigrants who hid arrived In
6■
Port E lizabeth In 1820, the so-called 1820 s e tt le rs , were 
experiencing the rigours of settlement In an unfam iliar and hostile  
environment; and the Great Boer Trek from the Cape Colony was about 
to begin.
The period from 1776 to 1850 has been referred to by economic 
historians as the adolescent period of Industria l development In 
Europe and the period from 1850 to 1914 as the period of m aturity. 
Technologically, the development of corrugated Iron and the process 
of galvanizing o f the m aterial could be said to have reached its  
peak In the 1850s (2 ) . According to G ilbert Herbert in his book 
"Pioneers o f Prefabrication", the period from about 1860 u n til the 
turn of the century was not marked by radical technological 
Innovation or by finesse In use, but rather by the consolidation of 
the market and expansion of production of cor .,u ted Iron (3 ).
For the purposes of th is  study the history of the development of 
corrugated Iron h,.s been divided Into  four broad phases roughly I 
corresponding w ith the periods of Industria l development In Europe 
and the periods of development of corrugated Iron Id e n tifie d  by 
Herbert as outlined above, namely;
Phase 1: The pre-development period p rio r to 1820;
Phase 2: The heyday of the development of prefabrication In
building and the manufacture of corrugated Iron from 
1820 to 1860;
Phase 3: The period of consolidation of the market and
expansion o f production and d is trib u tio n  of corrugated 
Iron and steel from I860 to 1890;
Phase 4: The heyday of wood and Iron construction i,i South
Africa from 1890 to 1920.
The h istory of the development of the material and techniques of 
corrugated Iron has been well documented by Herbert, p a rtic u la rly  In 
the f ie ld  o f prefabr1cit1on(4). Much of the m aterial contained In 
th is  chapter has been gleaned from his book on the subject. Notable 
events In the technological develooment and d is trib u tio n  of the 
m aterial Is  summarized In chronological order below:
7PHASE 1: BEFORE 1820
sheet metal a feasib le  proposition.
ZZZZZC C l
known; p r .c t ic . 1  probl«K  of manof.cture hod Inh.b ited  
U s development. Only .  laborious method of production, 
one groove a t a tim e, was possible.
PHASE 2: 1820 TO I860
in  1829 th e  f i r s t  p a te n t  u s in g  th e  term  " c o rru g a tio n "  was
granted to Henry R Palmer, a London c iv i l  engineer,
c o rru g a te d  iron was f i r s t  produced on a commercial basis 
by passing sheet Iron through flu ted  ro lle rs  when In a
red hot s ta te ;
thr firm  of Richard Walker. "Carpenter and Builder and 
Manufacturer of Patent Corrugated Iron" was founded 
a fte r  acquiring the patent from Palmer by purchase.
'■  -  z - u r r z r . " ..............
was highly v u ln e ra b le  to  c o r ro s io n .
By 1832 W a lk er had e x p e rie n c e d  c o n s id e ra b le  e x p e r ie n c e  In  th e
m an ufactu re  and a p p lic a t io n  o f  c o rru g a te d  I r o n .
in 1837 the drawback experienced In the use of corrugated Iron
was to be overcome with the development of the process
of hot-dip galvanizing;
the f i r s t  B ritish  patent for the process of hot-dip  
galvanizing was awarded to Craufurd; 
a s im ila r patent was awarded to Sorel In  France.
From 1832 to  1846 an Important part was played by Richard Walker In 
the use of corrugated Iron fo r building purposes. He 
foresaw the potential of corrugated Iron as a building  
nrefahrlcatlon or portable buildings In
B,8 3 2 . v .t lc tp a tin g  » s t  of his competitors by . t  least 
a decade.:rrr:r.:r.;r::r:r-
ru s t" .
■ ■ “
John Porter of Southwark.
F ro . ,8 ,3  onwards fu rth e r patents ,n  the name of Homniod and 
Rodgers were awarded.
In  , 8 , 8  •  B ritish  patent was awarded to  Norewood and Rodgers for
corrugated Iron covered with zinc, 
up to 18,5 Walker's process o f manufacturing corrugated iron was 
cumbersome and expensive.
,n  , 8 , 5  a key d e ,e ,o p « n t took place in  the manufacture of 
corrugated Iron:
John Spen.er, an agent fo r  Thomas Ed,n,ton and Sons of 
the Phoenix Iron Works. Glasgow, was granted a B r ,t ,s  
patent fo r producing corrugated iron using e ith e r  a hot 
or cold process by passing i t  through ro lle rs . This 
process made corrugated Iron ava ilab le  in much greater 
quantities and a t a reduced cost.
accompanied with much p u b lic ity  and celebration. From 
the 1860s onwards, however, they were to come onto 
scene unheralded and as an accepted fac t of l i f e .
' • :z z.rrzz.zzz -
Cape of Good Hope.
In 1848 John Porter patented various design, for using
c o rru g a te d  iro n  s t r u c t u r a l ly  In  beams, f lo o r s ,  e tc .
In the 1850s several iron buildings were sent out to Port N atal. 
,850 Walker contracted to  ship a spacious corrugated Iron
9In  1852 John Henderson P o rter, one of the pioneers of corrugated 
Iron In the 1640s. patented a systee of fix in g  Iron  
sheets to timber framing.
In  1853 Edward T Bellhouse described a method of using
corrugated Iron horizonta lly  between exposed Iron columns;
Bellhouse was awarded a B ritish  patent fo r a special 
column to overcome the complication of horizontal 
sheathing between exposed Iron columns.
In the 1850s an excellent qua lity  of corrugated Iron with a "larger 
size" corrugation was used In Durban.
in  1851 there was a gold s tr ik e  In V ic to r ia . A u stra lia , -hlch
created a demand fo r housing In  that country.
In  1853 John Walker, apparently aware of the demand, advertized
In the Australian press.
By May 1853 John Walker had th ir ty  six houses In course of
construction fo r  residences of emigrants to be sent out 
by the Government to A ustra lia ; and Walker claimed to 
have erected "many hundreds of houses".
In 1853 and 1854 there was a considerable trade In iron pre­
fabricated buildings fo r A u stra lia , which was to decline
In 1855.
PHASE 3: I860 TO 1890
A fte r I860 the steel making process became a com erclal proposition 
and steel sheets were produced In the heavier gauges.
After1867 when diamonds were discovered in Kimberley large
quantities of galvanized Iron were sent out to South
A frica .
By 1870 coastal dealers were advertizing corrugated Iron and
sheet Iron a t Port Elizabeth prices.
By 1872 local merchants were handling considerable stocks of
galvanized corrugated Iron.
In 1888 coirugated Iron received some form of o f f ic ia l
recognition In B rita in  In the Model Bye-Laws governing
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tem p o rary  Ir o n  h i l l  d in g s .
,889 the shortenings o f com ,g .t,< l iron . . r e  „ P -« s e d  In .n  
a r t ic le  the 'B uild ing hews*. August 1889. The 
Victorian a ttltu o e  .o the n a te ria l as expressed In th is  
a r t ic le  Is  discussed more fu lly  below.
and t o w s  such as th e  V..1 d ig g in g s . K 1 * e r l e ,  in  th e  
C ape. P i lg r im s  R est and B arb erto n  in  th e  E a s te rn  
 .................  . . .  t h .  Johannesburg and W itw a te rs ra n d  a re a s .
PHASE 4: 1890 TO 1920
-  — z :  " ,  = z z :
t h is  p e r io d  a v a s t  number o f  w o d  and iro n  b u i ld in g s ,  
m a in ly  h o u se s , w ere b u i l t  p a r t i c u la r ly  in  th e  
Johannesburg and W itw a te rs ra n d  m in in g  a re a s ;  many o 
th e s e  b u iId in g s  b e in g  o f  th e  b r ic k  l in e d  w r l e t y .  This 
nmthod o f  c o n s tr u c t io n  w i l l  be d iscu ssed  more f u l l y  
a l a t e r  c h a p te r .
: ~ r f r
c o s t so much lo w e r than  i r o n ,  t h a t  s te e l v ery  q u ic k ly  
ousted th e  o ld - fa s h io n e d  w rought Iro n  s h e e ts .
B r i t is h  army o f  o c c u p a tio n ; f o r  exa m p le , a t  M ld d e lb u rg  
and B a rb e rto n  In  th e  T ra n s v a a l,  
a ,  ,901  th e re  was a demand f o r  th e  p ro v is io n  o f  b lockhouses fo r  
th e  B r i t i s h  fo rc e s  in  d e a lin g  w ith  th e  problem s o f  
g e u r i l l e  w a r fa r e ;  t h is  demand was met by th e  
c o n s tru c t io n  o f  an un iq u e  f o m  o f  wood and ir o n  b u ild in g  
w hich w i l l  be d e s c r ib e d  and I l l u s t r a t e d  In  a l a t e r
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111 HISTORY OF THE MANUFACTURE PROCESS OF CORRUGATED IRON
Th, manufacturing process of corrugated Iron w s  perfected dur g 
the f i r s t  halt of the nineteenth century as outlined above, 
history  of th is  process Is  discussed In more data ,! below.
E ew
s s s s -
corrugated Iron In greater quantities and a t a reduced cost.
■
possible.
lEiiti!
were apparently s t i l l  being made In Great B rita in  and on the 
c™,t< .ent and in  America as la te  as 1927 (7 ).
:eems th a t a great varie ty  of shapes and pattern , of corrugated 
sheets have been manufactured and that d l f f .n m t  standard sites
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w re  produced In B rita in  and America, widths or pitches o f 
corrugations ranged froai as large as 127nm ( 6  Inches) to as small 
as 16m (5 /8  Inch). Depths of corrugations ranged from 50m  
(2 Inches) to  a mere 3m  (1 /8  Inch). ILL 1 shows some of the shapes 
and sizes manufactured In B rita in  and America.The most comonly 
used corrugation width in  B rita in  was prohably three inches while 
the most popular width In America seems to h „ e  been the two and a 
f  inch (8 ) . Although the larger fiv e  Inch corrugation must have 
imparted the greatest strength to the sheet the three and two and a 
Half Inch widths were more popular possibly because they were 
cheaper or because the smaller corrugation was thought to have a 
"ore pleasing appearance. The la t te r  widths were also probably the
#  S" ' " est pract,c<"  slM S f rom a structural strength point of view.
The smaller sizes o f corrugation were apparently used fo r ceilings  
and fo r decorative purposes In America(9 ).
Corrugated Iron was also manufactured In a great varie ty  of gauges 
ranging from 13 to 30 (10 ). IB gauge which was used fo r e a r lie r  
iron was considered to be a very heavy gauge (1 1 ). By the 1860s the 
thickness o f sheets was down to 24 to 26 gauge and In 1870 a 28 
gauge sheet named "Buffalo Brand" was Introduced, ostensibly to 
take advantage of the potential market a t the diamond diggings ( 1 2 ).
The question arises whether these thinner g ,,g es were In fact of 
steel rather than wrought Iron. I t  Is d i f f ic u l t  to distinguish
R  whether the m aterial comonly referred  to as "corrugated Iron" In
trade lite ra tu re  of the time Is wrought Iron or s te e l. For .sample.
“° " ,nd *  V ,rdy,s price l i s t  of 1897 refers to galvanized corrugated 
iro n", as does Boustred's catalogue of the 1940s. By both o f these
V  dates Stee'  had Probab,y feplaced Iron as the sheet metal used fo r
so-called corrugated " lro n " ( ,3 ) . Perhaps the answer to the d lle m .
is to ignore the difference between Iron and steel as such ar.d
adopt the common parlance o f re fe rrin g  to both v a rie tie s  as
'corrugated Iron". Eventually the most common gauge used seems to 
have been 24.
ILL 1
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v HISTORY OF THE IROCESS OF GALVANIZING
The main drawback to the use o f corrugated Iron In the 1830s has 
been mentioned, ie . I ts  vu ln e rab ility  to corrosion unless painted 
reg u la rly . In order to overcome th is  drawback methods of coating 
the iron with zinc were devised. Proper coating of the sheet could 
add considerably to its  l i f e .  This process of z inc-tinn ing  of iron 
was called  "galvanizing" which seems to imply some galvanic action 
In the coating of the m e ta l.(U ) I t  is not known why the term 
"galvanize" was chosen in the 1830s as no p articu la r galvanic 
action takes place in the process other than that which is common 
to a l l  forms of chemical reaction (15 ). Some galvanic or 
e le c tro ly tic  action does apparently come into operation, however, 
when the coated iron is  exposed to the atmosphere. This action 
results  in the eventual protection of the metal.
Be that as i t  may. early  iron - not steel -  sheets were corrugated 
in the black, then galvanized by hand dipping in an open bath of 
molten zinc. The output was small and the cost high, but the quality  
was excellent (1 6 ). With the use of machinery outputs were Increased 
considerably and costs lowered.
This was not brought about without some sacrifice  in q u a lity . In 
response to a growing demand fo r cheaper goods the zinc coating, 
which could now be eas ily  regulated by mechanical ro lle rs , was 
brought down to dangerously low H m its (17 ). The l i f e  of a galvanized 
sheet depends on the thickness of the zinc coating to the extent 
that an im perfectly or in s u ffic ie n tly  coated sheet is  thought to be 
worse than a black or ungalvanized sheet.
Just whit constitutes an adequately coated sheet Is not c lear. Some
comparative galvanizing specifications ranging from 0.82 o z s /ft ’
(250 gms/m*) to 2.50 o z s /ft*  (762 gms/m*) are given in ILL 2 . u  ( s
in te res tin g  to note that in 1927 a coatlnn of from 2.0 to 2.5 o z s /ft*
was considered desirable although th is  was considerably higher than
ordinary merchant q u a lity . At the present time a coating of
0.90 o z s /f t*  (275 jns/m *) is  considered by the Department of Public 
Works to be adequate fo r roofing purposes.
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A b r ie f  description of the processes of galvanizing and corrugating 
of metal sheets, as they were carried  out In 1927, is contained In 
ILL 3. The early  method of galvanizing of sheets already corrugated 
was apparently replaced by the mechanized process of galvanizing of 
the f l a t  sheets before corrugating.
v MERITS AND DEMERITS OF CORRUGATED IRON
■
The development of corrugated iron in the la te  1820s was p artic u la rly
well timed. I t  provided an important new building element fo r the
designer and manufacturer of prefabricated buildings of the time.
S development also resulted in a system of construction which was
be p a rtic u la rly  suited to the pressing needs of a rapidly
expanding European and Colonial economy of the la t te r  h a lf of the 
nineteenth century.
The importance o f corrugated Iron In the context of prefabrication  
Is summed up by Herbert as follows: (18)emus
H I
Herbert's summary encapsulates v ir tu a lly  a l l  of the many a ttrib u tes  
of corrugated iron. His reference to its  qua lity  of "stern" u t i l i t y ,
ILL 5
however, touches lig h t ly  on one of Us main drawbacks, namely, its
somewhat austere and severe character.
Towards th e  m id d le  o f  th e  n in e te e n th  -e n tu r y  c o rru g a te d  .a n iz e d  
iro n  became r e a d i ly  a v a i la b le  in  th e  re q u ire o  ^ u a ' i t i t is s  ♦ t , * e t  tn e  
r a p id ly  in c re a s in g  deman : o f  th e  p r e fa b r ic a te d  b u i ld ir ,  . - e te r n ity  
o f  th e  t im e . I t  was l i g h t  and easy to  han d le  , y e t  possessed a 
r i g i d i t y  and s tre n g th  f a r  in  excess o f  i t s  unformed shape and 
d im e n s io n s ; a p ro p e rty  w hich was to  r e s u l t  in  a system o f  
c o n s tru c t io n  o f  a lm ost u n iv e rs a l a p p l ic a t io n ,  i e .  th e  s r - s l l e d  wood 
and ir o n  form  o f  c o n s tr u c t io n . More w i l l  be s a id  o f  th i>  .orm o f
c o n s tr u c t io n  and i t s  v e r s a t i le  c h a ra c te r  in  a la te ,  c h a p te r  ( 1 9 ) .
The element o f urgency, which was characteris tic  of the times, 
could be met both quickly and inexpensively by this new material 
and the systems of construction which i t  spawned.
As a sheathing corrugated iron was impermeable to water, invulnerable 
to termites and re s is tan t, i f  not a b a rr ie r , to f i r e .  In use as 
another building m ateria l, however, its  e fficacy  in th is  respect 
s t i l l  depended largely  on the application of good building  
construction princip les and reasonably good workmanship. More w ill 
be said on th is  point wnen discussing the various systems of 
construction used.
Although corrugated iron is in I t s e l f  non-combustible, i ts  heat 
f  conducting property when used ir  conjunction with wood raises doubts
as to its  fireproofness. More w ill  be said on th is  score when the 
demerits of the material are discussed below. On the c re d it side one 
might mention that in the -Jnited States of Arne, ica in the 1920s the 
f ir e  res istan t q u a lities  of galvanized iron appear to have been 
regarded as 1 s principal advantage over other m aterials (20 ). From 
the 1870s onwards i t  was promoted in that country on th is  basis, 
mainly as a roofing material in competition with the highly  
Inflammable wooden shingle. Much was also made at the time of the 
part Piayed by metal cladding in preventing the spread of fire s  from 
property to property and of its  a b il i ty  to hold together longer than 
other m ateria ls , p a rtic u la rly  when used as a roofing m ateria l. From 
the turn of the nineteenth century the use of sheet metal was 
promoted or required by many c ity  f ir e  codes and endorsed by f ir e
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chiefs,Insurance companies and even the Department of Agriculture 
In the United States of America. I t  was also regarded as an Ideal 
m aterial fo r the construction o f such f ir e  risk  buildings as 
suburban garages and explosives magazines. In Japan I t  v/as 
prescribed for use alongside railway lines where the tra d itio n a l 
thatcn had become a constant f i r e  hazard (21 ). I t  would appear that 
galvanized Iron was revered in some quarters fo r Its  f i r e  resistant 
q u a lit ie s . On the debit side, however, one might mention that the 
a ttitu d e  to the material on this score was d is tin c tly  negative In 
parts of South Africa at the turn of the nineteenth century. This 
point w ill  be discussed below in the context of the local a ttitu d e  
to the aesthetic unacceptability of the m ateria l(2 2 ).
0 Another ,vantage claimed fo r the use of corrugated iron Is Its  so-
called p o rta b ility " . The meaning of p o rta b ility  as understood by 
G ilbert Herbert Is used In th is  context, namely; buildings are 
p o rtab le" if " they may eas ily  be taken to pieces and reassembled or 
reerected elsewhere" (23). An example of the application of this  
princ ip le  I .  the well-known residence of the la te  General J C Smuts 
at the farm Doornkloof a t Iren e , near Pretoria In the Transvaal. An I 
o ffic e rs ' mess building f t  Mlddleburg, in the Transvaal, was bought 
by General Smuts for £300 In 1908. I t  was taken down, transported by 
steam engine and truck to the farm and reerected there In somewhat 
aUered form at a further cost of £1000 (24 ). The virtues of 
spaciousness and p l ia b il i t y  of the wood and Iron form of
^  construction were referred to la te r  by Smuts's son when he remarked
that the house " was lik e  a meccano set, for I t  was easy to 
dismantle the internal walls and a lte r  its  shape at w ill " (2 5 ). Many 
other examples of the dismantling and reerectlng of corrugated Iron 
buildings are referred to by H erb ert.(26) The p o rta b ility  of 
corrugated Iron buildings Is enhanced by the lightness of corrugated 
iron and the ease with which i t  can be stacked and parcelled and 
transported to another s ite . Furthermore, when a corrugated Iron 
building is demolished the sheathing material is often salvageable
C l1 and has a reusable value even I f  the remainder of the building Is
scrapped.
D u rab ility  has also been cited  as a factor promoting the use of 
corrugated Iron fo r buildings (27 ). I t  Is not possible to generalize
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on the subject of d u ra b ility  In re la tio n  to corrugated galvanized 
Iron because d u ra b ility  Is a function of many other aspects of the 
m aterial such as the composition of metal used, Its  thickness and 
q u a lity  o f zinc coating applied. D u rab ility  can only oe judged 
a te r  a reasonable lapse of time and is affect d by the amr t  of 
maintenance employed during the period in question. The la t te r  puint 
is abundantly c lear from examination of extant examples of early  
corrugated iron buildings where the ravage* of rust on areas le f t  
unpainted is palpable. On the other hand many examples of well 
preserved extant buildings dating back to the 1890s, with corrugated 
galvanized iron sheathing v ir tu a lly  in ta c t, can be seen today.
The q u es ticn ab ilit) of the fireproofness cf corrugated iron has 
already been mentioned. The possible poor firep roo f properties of the 
m aterial is only one of the many deficiencies of corrugated iron.
Corrugated iron was a p ra c tic a l, f le x ib le  material admired and used 
extensively fo r its  many u t i l i t a r ia n  q u a litie s . I t  was, however, an 
austere unspectacular m aterial which, when used on a large-scale in a 
simple, almost brutal manner, resulted in a drab and mundane scene. 
Although there were a few special examples of some architectural 
m erit, some of which were designed by a rch itec ts , the general 
appearance of these predominantly u t i l i t a r ia n  structures became to 
be regarded as so c ia lly  unacceptable.(28)
An in teresting  case of the re jection  of the wood and iron form of 
construction as a H re  hazard, a t ihe same time that opposition to 
i t  was being voiced on aesthetic yrounds, can be seen in East 
London a t the turn of the nineteenth century (29 ). In 1903 Building 
Regulations in East London placed res tric tio n s  on where wood and 
iron buildings could be b u ilt  and required that such buildings be 
submitted fo r approval to the Medical O fficer of Health. The 
apparent reason for placing such res tric tio n s  on wood and iron 
buildings was that they constituted a f i r e  hazard. In 1905 the 
Mayor of East London was reported as p lay fu lly  speaking of the Stone 
Age as being past. Commenting on th is  in a local newspaper the editor 
wrote " ...H e re  in East London we have had a p retty  long spell of the 
iron age and the au thorities  are doing th e ir  best to get the owners
JL
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of property to go back to the stone age or a t least to the age of 
good burnt brick and we are happy to say that substantial progress Is  
being made in that d irection " (30 ). I t  would appear from th is  
statement that opposition to corrugated iron structures went further 
than ju s t  concern regarding its  f i r e  spreading properties, and that 
the la t te r  might very well have been merely a convenient excuse for 
o f f ic ia l  action to be taken to re s tr ic t  th e ir  use. In spite of such 
opposition to these build ings, wood and iron houses continued to be 
b u ilt  in East London u n til well into the 1920s.
Possibly the most characteris tic  feature of the m ateria l, corrugated 
iro n , is the widespread revulsion which i t  seems to evoke. No other 
m aterial appears to have aroused so much public d istaste or to have 
suffered so much disapprobation. At f i r s t  the m aterial was accepted 
fo r its  obvious u t i l i t a r ia n  g u a litie s . The real revulsion against i t  
as a"cheap and nasty" m aterial seems to have come in the early  
twentieth century (31). In V ictorian times its  applications  
p ro l'fe ra te d  but in the la tv  880s even the Victorians looked upon 
i t  w ith a c r i t ic a l  eye and spoke of i t  d e r is iv e ly (3 3 ) .  A esthetica lly , 
exposed corrugated iron was considered by them to look " poor and i l l -  
adapted fo r permanent buildings ". Somewhat am bivalently, however, 
the Victorians appreciated the m ateria l's  "virtues of strength, 
practica l convenience and low cost ".
The Victorians were also aware of the many other Inherent weaknesses 
and fau lts  of the m ateria l. Their colonial experience had revealed 
its  c lim atic  shortcomings (34). In B rita in  i t  was found that " the 
smoke o f coal and fire s  is in jurious to the zinc coating, and the 
damp atmospheres, Impregnated with smoke, soon found out weak points 
in the metal (35 ). Fortunately South Africa did not experience the 
same problems with in d u s tr ia lly  polluted atmospheres as the home 
country did.
The problems of corrosion of the material were, however, also 
encountered in th is  country. Although galvanizing went a long way 
towards solving the problems of corrosion, paint remained the best 
way of orotecting corrugated iron and prolonging its  l i f e .  In the 
1880s the painting with oxide of iron paint a t the time of erection  
was advocated (36 ). In the 1870s lead paints were thought to be best.
I t  was also thought that lead should be used In an o il rather than 
a s p ir i t  base because s p ir its  tended to have a corrosive e ffe c t.
Iron oxide and various forms of ta r paint were also used to paint 
galvanized Iron. At the turn of the century sheets were sometimes 
immersed in hot bitumen during manufacture (37). The bitumen 
apparently adhered strongly to the sheet and was e ffe c tive  In 
preventing corrosion of the steel fo r some time. This form of 
coating was, however. In i t s e l f  highly Inflammable and some 
spectacular f ir e s ,  during which the bitumen burned fie rc e ly  and the 
shee ing collapsed, sauseJ th is  type of protected sheeting to be 
withdrawn. LaL:r t  protective coating consisting of hot bitumen 
covered with a coating of asoestos f e l t  bonded to the bitumen, 
which was in turn coated In bitumen, was Introduced. This 
combination o f bitumen and asbestos was apparently e ffe c tive  in 
protecting the steel sheets from corrosion and in Improving thermal 
resistance. I t  also provided a f a i r  degree o ' resistance to damage 
by f i r e  (38).
An example of the extent to which steel coating specifications have 
been taken In order to ensure some d u ra b ility  of corrugated Iron Is 
a specification  called " Paint Marling " , consisting of a thick coat 
of special lead paint with graded granite chips thrown on. The chips, 
which are previously coated w ith the same pa in t, adhere to the base 
to give a roughcast e ffe c t. In a post second war Building Study in 
B r.ta ln  known as the Burt Report the method of preparing and 
applying th is  specification  Is described. Examples are quoted of 
steel houses where such a fin ish  had lasted ten years and was s t i l l  
In good condition (3 9 ).
Very l i t t l e  was known about the effects  of paint on Iron up to the 
1870s. Which paints should be used and what paints were better at 
protecting metals seemed to be a matter of experience. No testing  
was done. The f i r s t  te s tln - of paints fo r Iron roofs seems to have 
been done in the mid-1880s when c o a l-ta r , iron oxide and lead 
paints were tested on the basis o f degree of deterioration  a fte r  the 
same period of exposure In the same environment (40). I t  Is beyond 
the scupe of th is  study to trace the history of the special 
treatment of a zinc coated surface to ensure proper adhesion of 
pain t. I t  Is now known that such trcatme. t  Is essential and various
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Building Research Sheets covering this Item have been prepared in 
recent years In South Africa (4 1 ). I t  would be In teresting  to find  
out when the necessity of such treatment f i r s t  became known or when 
the process of allowing the zinc coated surface to weather fo r a 
time before painting was f i r s t  applied.
Another disadvantage of corrugated iron as a building material is
its  bad thermal performance. Peter B e ll, in "Timber and Iron Houses
in North Queensland Mining Settlements, 1860-1920" refers to this
property of corrugated iron in the context of a warm climate
sim ilar to our own on the Witwatersrand:
. . . I t s  thermal performance is the crucial determinant of iron 's  
unpopularity. An unpainted iron building rises rapidly in 
temperature from the f i r s t  minutes of insolation in the morning, 
nd unless the building is shaded by vegetation or verandas and 
wei1 ven tila ted , w ill rise  to stupefying and even dangerous 
^ /IfG ^ n o o n . There is a popular b e lie f  that iron 
buildings w ill then rapidly cool during the evening, compensating 
"  th e ir  poor daytime performance. However, observations
conducted by Ray Sumner show that th is is not necessarily the 
case; unless aided by e ffe c tiv e  v e n tila tio n , the temperature 
remains high throughout the n ight. In a series of eight 
experiments in four North Queensland iron buildings i» both 
winter and summer, Sumner found that in every case the in te rio r  
temperature remained appreciably above that outside from noon 
u n til the following 4a.m. or la te r . In four of the eight cases,
the in te r io r  temperature was higher fo r the en tire  twenty-four-
hour period. (42)
Poter B e ll, however, goes on to say that the above findings are 
surprisingly s im ilar to Sumner's observations n buildings of 
timber and stone, suggesting that the w a ll's  insulating properties 
are not *n important determinant of in te rio r  temperature. He 
continues:
...Presumably shading and ven tila tion  play a greater part.
Despite the good thermal conduction of iro n , only a very small 
part of the a ir  mass inside the building is in contact with the
nZ “ 5  ^  are m a t t e r 5  of design rather than m ateria l, 
erhaps part of its  poor reputation arose from its  early
W2 th Sma1! cheap structures, inadequately ventilated  
2 * unpleasantness for habitation had l i t t l e  to do
with the fac t they were b u ilt  o f iron.
r a t i
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B e ll's  remarks regarding the unjust maligning of corrugated iron 
are s ig n ific a n t. They seem to suggest that many of the technical 
reasons put forward fo r the avoidance o f the use of the material in 
buildings in the nineteenth century were based more on a prejudice 
against the poor appearance of the m aterial than on ob jectively  
observed s c ie n tif ic  fa c t.
The use of shading devices such as verandas and hoods over windows 
as well as the use of white paint to improve the w a ll's  thermal 
performance is important. The use of a light-co loured , or preferably  
a w hite , paint can go a long way towards a lle v ia tin g  the problem of 
heat build-up under corrugated iron roofs. Other methods of 
preventing heat build-up in roof space*, were roof ven tila tors  and 
the placing of insulating materials on the underside of the roof, 
and even the running of a continuous stream of water over the roof 
on hot days! (43) Such spraying was apparently not very e ffe c tiv e . 
The placing of insulating materials under the roof surface in hot 
humid climates can cause problems. Condensation may occur which may 
cause rusting of the underside of the corrugated iron surfaces.
Another drawback to the use of corrugated iron fo r roofing is the 
noise of rain and hail fa ll in g  on the roof. The use of heat 
insulating materi under the roof may help to a lle v ia te  this  
problem.
Mention has been made of the termite resistance of corrugated iron. 
Used in combination with wood framing corrugated iron structures 
become vulnerable to term ite infestation  and the tra d itio n a l methods 
of ant proofing need to be applied in the case of such buildings. 
Field  studies have revealed that the necessary precautions were not 
always taken. This topic w il l  be dealt with more fu lly  in a la te r  
chapter when dealing with foundation walls and piers.
In spite o f i ts  many drawbacks corrugated galvanized iron continued 
to be used in large quantities throughout the world u n til well into  
the twentieth century. Ready a v a ila b il i ty ,  ease of construction and 
re la tiv e  economy contributed to the enduring popularity of the 
m aterial even although i t  was never admired for its  aesthetic  
q u a li ty . (44) By 1891 the to ta l production of corrugated iron in
B rita in  exceeded 200 000 tons and by 1927 the production was 
1 000 000 tons. Only 25% of th is  production was used In Great B rita in , 
the remaining 75% being exported to other parts of the world. B ritish  
exports stead ily  Increased from 250 287 tons In 1901 to 762 075 tons 
1-1 1913. (45)
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C H A P T E R  3
H I S T O R Y  OF  T H E  T E C H N O L O G I C A L  
D E V E L O P M E N T  O F  C O R R U G A T E D  I R O N  
B U I L D I N G  S Y S T E M S
In th is  chapter the evolution o f the various systems of corrugated 
Iron construction w ill  be discussed as well as th e ir  occurrence and 
d is trib u tio n  In South Africa during the time of th is  study, Ie . fnm  
1820 to 1920.
1 EVOLUTION OF CORRUGATED IRON SYSTEMS OF CONSTRUCTION
The advent of corrugated Iron as a building m aterial In the early  
1820s was to have a profound world-wide e ffe c t on the building  
Industry of the time. I t  was to give rise  to an unique form of 
building construction which was to v ir tu a lly  dominate the 
contemporary colonial scene for a period of some one hundred years 
and to survive, a lb e it  In a severely depleted form, up to the 
present time. This form of building construction, referred to today 
as wood and Iron construction, came Into being as a resu lt of the 
remarkable a llian ce  which formed between the continuing trad itio n  
of building in timber and the new m ateria l, corrugated i r o n .( l )
Although th is  form of construction was to play an Important part In 
the emerging " tin  trad ition" of the time, corrugated Iren provided 
a lig h t and fle x ib le  medium suited to a variety o f d iffe r in g  uses. 
I t  became an universal material used In conjunction with a wide 
variety  of building methods and m aterials. I t  was used to roof 
masonry buildings and became an Important element in the pre­
fabricated structures of the 1840s and 1850s. I t  was also used In 
the construction of such a n c illa ry  items as free-standing boundary 
w alling and In the construction of Items such as water tanks and 
veranda roof coverings which exploited Its  Increased strength and
r ig id ity  In curved configurations.
Corrugated iron was used both in combination with cast-iron  and 
wooden prefabricated buildings. During the f i r s t  h a lf of the 
nineteenth century an iron technology had developed which was to 
provide the designer or manufacturer of prefabricated iron buildings 
with a large reperto ire  o f cast-iron  and wrought iron structural 
elements and techniques of iron roof construction (2 ) . Up to about 
1850 cast-iron  had been dominant but the making of wooden buildings 
and components never ceased. Para lle l with cast-iron  construction 
the tra d itio n  o f building in wood continued (3 ) . By the middle of 
the nineteenth century corrugated iron in galvanized form had come 
in to  its  own as a new building element availab le  fo r use in 
combination with a l l  forms of prefabricated structures whether of 
cast-iron  or wood. In the la t te r  h a lf of the nineteenth century 
wood v ir tu a lly  ousted cast-iron  as the predominant medium to be 
used in combination with corrugated iron.
In the South African context i t  is inevitable that wood and iron 
construction should assume greater importance in a study of early  
corrugated iron construction, because of its  p ro lif ic  application  
in a l l  parts of the country. For th is  reason, the main emphasis in 
th is  study is now directed at an analysis of th is form of 
construction, and some of its  varia tions, as found in th is  country 
up to the turn o f the nineteenth century.
Before embarking on such an analysis, consideration should be given 
to some general questions re la tin g  to the wood and iron tra d itio n .
For example:
When, how and why did the a lliance  between the wood and corrugated 
iron building elements come about?
Secondly, what part did pre- as against s ite -  fabrication  play in 
the development of the wood and iron system of construction, 
p a rtic u la rly  in the South African context?
T h ird ly , what lim itin g  e f fe c t , i f  a n ), did the p articu la r  
characteris tics  ano properties o f the individual wood and 
corrugated iron elements have on the design and construction of
wood and Iron build ings, and Is there any evidence of modular 
planning d iscip lines Imposed by such characteristics and 
properties?
In considering the above questions other related questions come to 
mind. For example:
Did the p o s s ib ility  of fabricating  the wooden framework on s ite  
from read ily  ava ilab le  sawn timber pieces play a part in the 
p ro lif ic  use of the wood and iron form of construction in South 
Africa during Its  heyday?
Also, a t what time did s ite  fabrication  take over from pre­
fabrication  of wood and Iron buildings in th is  country?
And, what stage of development had the saw-milling Industry 
reached In the country a t the time?
F in a lly , in considering a popular variation  on the wood and Iron 
theme In th is  country, ie . brick lined , the question which arises  
is :
When and why did the brick lined form of wood and Iron 
construction come about?
These and many other practical questions re la tin g  to the materials  
and techniques Involved need to be addressed, I f  not answered, In 
dealing with the technology of early  corrugated iron construction 
in th is  country.
Not a l l  of the above questions can be answered w ithin the scope and 
resources of the present study. Some of them have already been 
addressed In l ite ra tu re  on tne subject while others may have to be 
l e f t  to fu rther researchers to answer.
At th is  stage i t  Is proposed to deal b r ie f ly  and In general terms 
with some of the above questions and to leave a more detailed  
examination of the questions, more relevant to th is  study, when the 
technology of corrugated Iron construction is discussed In more 
d e ta il in the next chapter.
Taking the above questions seriatim :
F ir s t ly , when, how and why did ths a lliance  between the wood and 
corrugated iron elements come about?
An In teresting  para lle l can be drawn between the Australian and 
South African colonial experience on th is  question. Peter Bell 
w riting  in Australia  on wood and iron houses In North Queensland 
Mining Settlements, 1861 to 1920, devotes an en tire  chapter to a 
discussion on the origin of the timber framed wall In that area (4 ) .  
While I t  Is beyond the scope of th is  study to deal with this topic 
In such d e ta il ,  some of the points mad» are rel /ant to this study.
For example, in discussing the development of lig h t stud and 
"balloon'' type timber wall framing techniques In North Queensland, 
he refers to a form of construction orig inating  for u t i l i ta r ia n  
purposes In B rita in  and adopted throughout the colonies. This 
reference is p a rtic u la rly  In teresting  because i t  quot j G Herbert's 
"Pioneers of Prefabrication" as a source and cites "a heavier, 
widely spaced timber frame c ' 'd  on one side only by corrugated 
galvanized Iron" as the form uf construction Involved (5 ) .
Bell also discusses the development of the so-called "balloon"
timber frame with Its  characteris tic  skew-nailed jo in tin g  as against
the superior form of framing e ploying m orticing, tenoning, pinning
e tc . "according to the old established rules of architecture and
carpentry" (6 ). Further reference w il l  be made to th is  topic when
discussing the question of pre- ana s ite -  fabrication  techniques 
below.
As pointed out by B e ll, Herbert deals at length with the B ritish  
orig in  of the timber framed w a ll. Herbert, howeve,, also makes a 
more p a rtic u la r reference to the orig in  of the use of corrugated 
Iron with timber framing, as against cast-iron framing, In the 
context of the massive programme of prefabrication for the Crimean 
War of the IB50s (7 ). In doing so he poses a question and offers an 
answer which is relevant In the present context. His question Is: 
why were the Crimean War buildings timber framed Instead of cast- 
iron framed, despite the spectacular development of building In Iron
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from the early  1840s? B rie fly  the points he cites which favoured the 
use o f timber with corrugated iro n , are: F irs t ly , there was already 
a well established and continuing tra d itio n  of building in timber at 
the time (3 ) . Secondly, even the makers of iron-buildings made 
extensive use of timber elements in th e ir  buildings (9 ) and one 
pioneer , John Walker, had his own sawmills; Hemming, that 
recognized sp ecia lis t of iron-house builders also made extensive use 
of timber elements. Third ly and perhaps most Importantly, the timber 
Industry was long established and of sound reput* and i t  was perhaps 
natural that h co .s.vvatlve us, - *ch as the War Board of Ordnance 
in the case of the Crimean War building requirements, would turn to 
such an industry rather than the more adventurous pioneers of iron 
buildings.
A ll the above points made by Bell and Herbert shed some lig h t on the 
question of the coming about o f the a llian ce  between wood and 
corrugated iron in buildings in  South A frica during the period 1850 
to 1920. Bell also c ites  the advent of in d u stria liza tio n  in the 
1800s as opening up the p o s s ib ilit ie s  in timber wall construction. 
More w il l  be said on th is  topic when the development of the saw 
m illin g  industry in th is  country during the period under review is 
discussed below.
F in a lly , as pointed out by B e ll,  a l l  the timber techniques developed 
in B rita in  were availab le  fo r adoption by local builders a t the time 
of European settlement in the colonies (1 0 ). I t  was therefore not 
surprising to find the coming into  use in a l l  parts of the European 
occupied world of a timber and iron in te rn  so readily  available and 
eminently suitaule fo r local builders of lim ited resource and 
expertise.
The second question to be addre.sed is: what part did pre- as against 
s i.e -fa b ric a tio n  play in the development o f the wood and iron system 
of consv.r tion in South Africa?
'h is is a d i f f ic u lt  question to answe: ,.i practice, because pre­
fabricated and s ite  b u ilt  structures are often indistinguishable  
from one another a fte r  completion (11). I t  is s ign ifican t to note 
that H- -bert discusses this topic in re la tio n  to the corrugated Iron
buildings of the South A irlcan mining towns of the la s t th ird  of 
the nineteenth century. I t  is also s ig n ifican t to note that he 
refers to i t  in the context of a "revers io n ... from the 
s tru c tu ra lly  and conceptually sophisticated corrugated iron prefabs 
of the IbSOs to he u t i l i t a r ia n  directness of the wood and iron 
buildings of the 1880s" (1 2 ). This would seem to suggest that the 
u t i l i t a r ia n  directness of the wood and iron buildings of the 1880s 
might have had something to do with th e ir  being s ite  erected by 
local less sophisticated builders. Wood and iron buildings could 
easily  be erected on s ite  by a carpenter. In a sense, the wood and 
iron system of construction could be regarded as the corrugated 
l*-on version of the timber "balloon" frame
The question of s ite -  as against pre-fabrication  is in trigu ing . 
Herbert deals with i t  a t some length but leaves much unanswered.
U  would require much more research and f ie ld  study to provide 
the complete answer; a task which is beyond the scope and resources 
of thi' present study.
For the purposes of th is  study i t  is perhaps s u ffic ie n t to record, 
in the words of Herbert, that: "In a sense a l l  wood and iron 
structures are p a r t ia lly  prefabricated, because the major element, 
both fo r roofing and for wall cladding, is the manufactured 
corrugated iron sheet. Moreover, a l l  of these buildings are portable 
(1 3 ). This p o rta b ility  aspect is what makes i t  d i f f ic u l t  to 
distinguish between the wood and iron building made loca lly  and that 
brought in , in component form, from the coastal towns, or Imported 
from B rita in .
There is evidence that by the 1870s a l l  the required components and 
elements of wood and iron buildings were »ead11y available locally  
in South Africa (14). There is no doubt that many such buildings 
were s iL e -b u ilt from such lo ca lly  availab le  m aterials. Because 
these buildings required l i t t l e  technical s k il l  or experience in 
the building trades, i t  is reasonable to suppose that they could be 
easily  and speedily erected by local workmen.
There is  also evidence that wood and iron buildings were being made 
a t the turn of the nineteenth century in prefabricated form, in such
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coastal towns as East London, fo r transport to the Inland areas of 
development and that the wall framing fo r these buildings was being 
"properly morticed and tenoned (not cut square and spiked)" ILL 7A
In the fin a l analysis i t  is only possible to determine whether a 
p artic u la r building was s ite -  or pre-fabricated by opening up and 
examining methods and techniques of construction such as framing 
and jo in tin g . This is not always feasible except perhaps during 
restoration work. In ilaces such as Durban where the buildings are 
supported on piers i t  is sometimes possible to carry out such 
examinations at flo o r p late level by crawling into the space under 
the f lo o r;  a practice which is not to be recommended during the 
^  snake acti /•$ periods of the year.
The th ird  question, concerning lim itin g  e ffects  of the individual 
wood and corrugated iron elements on design and construction of 
buildings and possible modular planning discip lines imposed by 
these elements, w il l  oe dea lt with in the chapter dealing with 
construction techniques and d e ta ils .
I t  is ju s t as d i f f ic u l t  to determine at what time s ite  fabrication  
took over from pre-fabrica tion  of wood and iron buildings in this  
country as i t  is to distinguish between th 3 two types of 
construction involved. Extensive research and f ie ld  work would have 
to be carried  out to throw fu rth e r lig h t on this question. A b rie f  
f  review of the history of the saw m illing  industry in South Africa
may, however, be helpful in th is  regard .(15)
Up to about the time of the a rr iv a l of the 1820 Settlers a ll  
conversion of indigenous round logs was done by hand, using e ith er 
axes to produce square beams, or p it  sawing to produce planks.
George Rex of Knysna is purported to have b u ilt  the f i r s t  mechanical 
sawmill in 1802, but no records ex is t of its  ctual operation. The 
Hon. Henry Barrington, M .P ., who is reputeo to be the father of the 
mechanical sawmilling industry in South A fric a , commenced building  
a sawmill equipped with a water turbine fo r the propulsion of his 
sawing machines in 1860. Production is recorded as having started in 
1869. The f i r s t  bo ile r-d riven  engine a rr iv 'd  in 1875 in Knysna for 
W illiam  Lloyd's m ill in the centre of the town. This was la te r  to
to 7C
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become the well-known Geo Parkes and Sons Sawmill. By the year 1890 
there were reputed to be a least eight steam-driven sawmills in 
th is d is t r ic t ,  which were mainly producing sleepers fo r the country's 
railway system. Saw m illin g  on a fa ir ly  sm all-scale, loca lized , 
basis had thus become well established i r  the Cape by the 1890s.
In other parts of the country local suppliers of corrugated iron  
buildings are known to have had th e ir  own steam sawmills, for 
example: John Nicol of Durban and Joseph Wright of the West End Steam 
Saw M ills  also o f Durban, who advertized th e ir  wood and iron houses 
in 1899, had th e ir  own aiwmi11s and offered a wide range of wood 
coinponents fo r houses (1 6 '. In 1879 Kimberley's "Steam Saw M ills"  
were supplying deal planks fo r maintenance work a t the local g a o l.(17) 
By 1886 there were irteen saw m ills  in Natal (18 ). Wright and Nicol 
were active  on the Witwatersrand as well as at Barberton during the 
development of mining in these regions (19).
Another firm  of expanding importance in the South African building  
Industry in the la t te r  h a lf  of the nineteenth century was Hunt 
Leuchars and Hepburn. At the turn o f the century they had a large 
jo inery workshop in Durban producing a wide range of jo inery  
products and specializing in pre-fabricated wood and iron buildings 
fo r reerection up-country (2 0 ) .
A thorough study of pre- as against «1te- fabricated wood and iron 
buildings is contained in G ilb ert Herbert's book, "Pioneers of 
Prefabrication" (21). Herbert concludes th a t, except fo r the f i r s t  
c r it ic a l  stage of development when prefabrication played <n 
important p a rt, s ite  fabrication  was responsible fo r the greater 
part of the wood and iron buildings in Johannesburg. For this  
purpose, lo c a lly  cut imported timber and Imported corrugated iron 
was ava ilab le  fr>m the stocks of local builders' merchants. This 
was also probably true of the other centres of mining developments 
of the la t te r  th ird  of the nineteenth century.
The f in a l question to be considered is : did the p o s s ib ility  uf 
fab rica ting  the wooden framework on s ite  from read ily  availab le  sawn 
timber pieces play a part in the p ro lif ic  use of the wood and iron 
form of construction in South Africa during Its  heyday?
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The above review of the saw m in ing  1, lustry  In this country would 
i»eem to suggest that sawn timber was probably read ily  availab le  at 
the time. This a v a ila b ili ty  o f lo ca lly  sawn lig h t timber scantlings 
as well as the lig h te r  gauges of galvar zed corrugated steel sheets, 
such as 24 gauge, from the 1870s onwards, must have helped to 
promote the use of the wood and Iron form of construction In South 
f f r ic a .  P o rta b ility  of the elements and ease o f construction must 
have also contributed to Its  p ro lif ic  use throughout the country 
at th is  time.
11 DISTRIBUTION OF EARLY CORRUGATED IRON BUILDINGS IN SOUTH AFRICA
Any study of early  corrugated Iron construction In South Africa  
would be Incomplete without some reference to the history of the 
occurrence and d is trib u tio n  o f corrugated Iron buildings In the 
various regions Involved. To produce anything more than a general 
statement on th is  account would require much more detailed  
research,Involving the examination of h is to rica l photographs, 
censuses and other documentary evidence, than Is possible within  
the scope of the present study. A detailed survey and lis t in g  of 
extant buildings would also be desirable.
In order to provide something of a scenario fo r future possible 
further study In th is  regard and id en tify  some of the points 
needing c la r if ic a t io n , some general s ta tis tic s  gleaned from 
censuses conducted during the period of th is study are examined 
and a sample f ie ld  survey of extant buildings In some of the known 
areas of occurrence Is described. (2 2 )
A study of a census done in 1904 reveals some s ig n ifican t data 
regarding the d is trib u tio n  o f wooo and Iron dwellings In the 
various regions comprising the nation a t the time, ihe regions 
Id e n tifie d  were the Cape, N atal, Transvaal and the Orange River 
Colony or Orange Free State.
In th is  census the to ta l stock of wood and Iron dwellings was 
shown as 65722 which represented about 23* of the to ta l solid
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housing stock In the country a t the time. Broken down Into  
regions the figure of 65712 shows the greatest, number in the 
Transvaal -26367 (40%), followed by the Cape -22831 (34%), then 
Natal -14767 (22%) and la s tly  the Orange River Colony -2767 (4 %).
A comparison w ithin each region also reveals some interesting  
facts . In the various regions the figures fo r the proportion of 
housing in wood and iron to to ta l solid housing stock show that 
the greatest proportion was in Natal (38,5%), followed by the 
Transvaal (33,3%), then the Cape (15%) an 1 la s tly  the Orange River 
Colony (11,6%).
The census o f 1904 also id e n tifie s  areas of concentration of wood 
and iron dwellings in the various geographical regions: In the 
Cape, the main clusters of these dwellings were recorded in 
Kimberley, East London and Port Elizabeth plus the Cape Peninsula 
and Uitenhage; these areas containing mors than h a lf the to ta l 
number. In Natal well over h a lf  of the to ta l stock of wood and 
iron dwellings were concentrated in the Durban area (22%) and 
neighbouring Umlazi (31,5%) An additional 26% was recorded in the 
adjacent areas of Inanda (15%), Lower Tugela (6 %), Camperdown (2%) 
and Alexandra Counties (3%), bringing the to t to some 80% of 
the to ta l stock in N a ta l. Ir  the Transvaal the areas of greatest 
concentration of wood and iron dwellings were the Witwatersrand, 
Barberton and Pilgrims Rest. The greatest proportion was on the 
Witwatersrand, p a rtic u la rly  in the mining areas. A la te r  census 
of 1921 shows that there were over 10000 wood and iron dwellings 
in the Witwatersrand, th is  being twice as many as in  the rest of 
the country comb'ned. in the Orange River Colony most of the 
comparatively small number of wood and iron dwellings were 
concentrated in a few urban areas such as Bloemfontein, Harrismith 
and Kroonstad.
i i i  SURVEY OF EXTANT CORRUGATED IRON BUILDINGS IN SOUTH AFRICA
In order to gauge the nature and extent of extant corrugated iron 
buildings in South A fr.c a , a visual study cf buildings in the main 
known areas of concentration referred to above was made. The main
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areas surveyed were: Johanr asburg and che Witwatersrand mining 
areas, Durban, Cape Town and the Cepe Peninsula, Barberton, Pilgrims 
Rest and Irene and Heidelberg In the Transvaal.
I t  soon became apparent from the survey that a large repository of 
corrugated iron buildings was s t i l l  to be found In the country and 
that the survey could only be regarded as a sample. For Instance, in 
Durban alone, where a l is t in g  of such buildings has been made, no 
less than 121 wood and iron buildings have been Id e n tifie d . (23) Of 
th is  number 112 are houses, 4 are sheds, 2 are churches, 2 are 
temples and 1 Is  a c ricket pav ilion . During a tra in  journey between 
Cape Town and Beaufort West, in 1989, a number of wood and Iron sheds 
and houses were spotted alongside the railway lin e . Furthermore, no 
survey was carried out In such known areas of concentration of wood 
and Iror buildings as Kimberley and East London. Reports have also 
been received of the existence of such buildings In the Bathurst- 
Port A lfred  areas, as well as a t Cape St. Francis and Cathcart in 
the Eastern Cape.
I f  anything, the sample survey carried out highlighted the need for 
a more systemmatlc and comprehensive survey of extant corrugated 
Iron buildings in South Africa than was required by the present 
study More w ill be said on th is  topic when 1t Is  discussed In the 
conte t  of the need fo r a conservation policy for corrugated Iron 
bullom gs, In a la te r  chapter.
Certain general observations can be confirmed from the sample survey, 
fo r example, the prevalence of the brick lined variety of wood and 
Iron construction In the Johannesburg and Witwatersrand areas and 
the practice of founding the buildings on piers In such places as 
Durban.
The follow ing general comments on the buildings surveyed are made:
a) Simmer and Jack Mines Limited: 1LL
This is an h is to r ic a lly  and arch itec tu ra lly  s ign ifican t group of 
extant b rick -lin ed  wood ind iron mining buildings of the turn of 
the nineteenth century. I t  comprises a recreation hall and 
nineteen houses of various shapes and sizes. The buldlngs are
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reasonably In tact and the Monuments Council Is taking the 
necessary steps to have them suitably restored ’>y the owners 
and declared a National Monument.
b) House, Parktown North, Johannesburg: jH_ 1 7 A
This is an Interesting example of the evolution of th is  type of t 0  171
house in Johannesburg from a humble beginning In 1912, as a
simple two-roomed cottage, to a verandahed house In 1916. I t
also Illu s tra te s  the type of unsympathetic a ltera tions to which
these houses are sometimes subjected In the la te r  years of th e ir
liv e s . The replacing of some of the original timber s lid ing sash
windows, probably for perfectly  good practical reasons, with the
standard steel windows. Is a case In point. I f  the orig inal
windows on the exposed faces of the house had been provided with
a protector s tr ip  or hood In the f i r s t  place I t  might not have
been necessary to replace them with steel windows at a la te r  stage.
The apparent replacement of the timber supports to the verandah 
structure with plastered brick piers and balustrade wallIng Is 
also somewhat unfortunate.
ILL ISA
c) Melrose Temple, Johannesburg:
This a rare example of wood and Iron temple architecture in the t 0  18C 
Transvaal (24). I t  Is also another example of the unsympathetic 
a lte ra tio n  of a classic wood and Iron build ing, where the 
orig inal typical type of timber post and diagonal patterned 
balustrading of the period has been replaced with Incongruous 
yellow facebrick piers and w alling .
d) Temple and Church in Durban:
These examples Illu s tra te  the d ivers ity  of the wood and Iron 
medium. The Cato Manor Hindu Temple Is a small but surprisingly  
elegant example of the medium. (25) The less elegant u t i l i ta r ia n  
appearance of the Ou-xh of S t. Michael's in Seavlew Is somewhat 
re lieved by the deep overhanging eaves structures.
e ) Church H a ll, Durban:
This is an Interesting example of the adaptab ility  of the wood 
and iron medium to the Gothic style o f church architecture. The
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handling o f the pointed windows Is p a rtic u la rly  in te res ting , 
with the use of a so ft metal projecting protector s tr ip  or 
flashing piece Inserted between the top of the window frame 
and the corrugated iron cladding. The method of supporting the 
timber foundation plates and wall framework on special cast 
iron mushroom shaped piers is also of p articu la r in terest in 
th is  case.(26)
f )  Houses in Seaview, Durban:
In th is  part of the survey a small selection of the large number 
of lis te d  houses, mainly in the Seaview area of Durban, is 
included. This selection represents a cross section of some of the 
house types and forms found in Durban. I t  is interesting to note 
that a l l  o f the examples are supported on foundation piers with 
open spaces under the flo o rs .
g) Houses, Bakoven, Cape Town:
I t  was surprising to find  such a number of wood and iron 
cottages, in such good condition, v ir tu a lly  on the seafront a t 
the Cape. The cottages have fo r the most part been sensitively  
restored and up-graded. They form a s ign ifican t h is to rica l group 
in a well landscaped area against a magnificent mountain backdrop.
h) Other houses in Cape Town:
The house in De Lorentz Street was the only wood and iron 
building seen in central Cape Town. I t  has been prc ided with 
modern aluminium windows and is presently used as o ffices .
The house in Rondebosch East is  one of two houses found in the 
area which used corrugated iron with the ridges running 
horizonta lly  as a wall cladding. Another example of th is was seen 
a t Bakoven.
i )  Houses on t.'ic Cape Peninsula:
I t  was also surprising to find surviving wood and iron houses 
in such good condition near the seafronts in Seafcrth near 
Si ironstown and a t Hout Bay.
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j )  Buildings In Barberton: ILL 25A
The Barberton Museum has been active In conserving and restoring 10
s ig n ifican t examples o f wood and Iron buildings in the town.
Belhaven, a gentleman's residence, was purchased by the
Transvaal Provincial Administration in 1978. I t  was considered ILL 25 A
to be a building of significance in the history of Barberton to C
and worthy of being preserved fo r its  architectural value. I t
has been restored and furnished in the sty le  of the period as a
House Museum. Stopforth House is another h is to r ic a lly  and
a rc h ite c tu ra lly  s ig n ifican t building in Barberton which is in
the process of being restored. Another structure of .reat ILL 25 G
in te res t and h is to rica l significance is the restore. Blockhouse, to I
near Belhaven, which has been declared a National Monument. L  «
construction system of th is Blockhouse is discussed In some
d e ta il in the following chapter of th is study. ILL 25 J
to 0
k) Buildings in Pilgrims Rest: ILL 26A
The well-known v illa g e  of Pilgrims Rest in the Northern Transvaal to 26F
with its  many restored wood and iron buildings of the turn of the 
nineteenth century,is  featured in th is  part of the survey. A few 
of the commercial buildings and houses fronting the main road 
through the v illag e  have been included in the sample survey.
1) Houses in Irene and Heidelberg in the Transvaal: ILL 27a
Two isolated examples of extant wood and iron buildings in the t 0  27c
Transvaal have been included in th is  part o f the survey. The
f i r s t  building is the well-known House Smuts, Doornkloof, Irene,
which is a good example of the p o rta b ility  of the wood and iron
technique. (27) The second example is the only extant wood and
iron house in Heidelberg found during a conservation study in
the town in 1988.
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C H A P T E R  4
C O N S T R U C T I O N  T E C H N I Q U E S  
A K 0 D E T A I L S
1 CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS
Four basic systems of construction employing corrugated iron have 
been Id e n tif ie d . They consist o f:
A a wooden framework w ith corrugated iron sheathing externally  
and no lin in g  In te rn a lly ;
B a wooden framework with corrugated iron sheathing externally  
and a wooden lin ing  In te rn a lly ;
C a wooden framework with corrugated iron sheathing externally  
and a h a lf-b rick  plastered lin in g  In te rn a lly ; and
0  a frameless structure with a one brick oxternat wall with 
horizontal wooden r a i ls  b u ilt  into the brickwork fo r fix ing  
of a corrugated iron cladding ex tern a lly .
Variations on »':e above systems have also been found, for example: 
the use of a solid one brick fro n t facade wall In r.u jination  
with systems B or C above (1 ) ,  and the use of a double skin of 
corrugated iron with the space between skins f i l le d  with a sand 
and stone mix in the construction of early m ilita ry  blockhouses. 
The la t te r  system of construction is described in greater detail 
below.
The f i r s t  three systems o f wood and iron construction outlined  
above are re a lly  variations on a central theme, namely, the 
sheathing of a "balloon" type o f tinker framework and roof 
structure with corrugated iron to form a waterproof s h e ll. A 
timber framework of sorts is common to a ll  types of wood and 
iron build ings. Some variations occur in the sizes and spacing 
of timber members used according co the type and size of building
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Involved. Other variations occur according to the type of lin in g  
used In te rn a lly .
The basic :ysterns of construction outlined above also I llu s tra te  
the wide spectrum of the wood and iron technique used In this  
country, ranging from the simple uninsulated box often b u ilt  
d ire c tly  on the ground to the re la tiv e ly  sophisticated and more 
permanent b rick-lined  variety  often graced with vervndas, high 
ceilings and an Imposing stone or brick podium and elegant 
Victorian embellishments.
11 FRAMEWORK
6 >
The timber used for the framework In early  wood end Iron 
structures was usually a "good red B altic  timber" (2 ).
The sizes o f scantlings used varied according to the basic system 
of construction used. In the case of types A and B systems 
outlined above a framework width of 3 Ins. (76 mm) was often used (3) 
as well as the more fa m ilia r  41 In . ('14  mm) width. In type C a 
framework width of 41 In s .(114 run) was used to coincide Kith the 
standard width of brick lin ing  used.(4) Nominal sizes of 
scantlings jsed were as follows:
4}1n.(114mm) 
frame width
31n.(76mm) 
frame width
foundation and roof plates t l ln .X  31n. 
(114mm X 76mm)
3in.X 31n. 
(76mm X 76mm)
principal and corner posts 4l1n.X 31n.
(1 14mm X 76mm)
3in.X 31n. 
(76mm X 76mm)
Intermediate posts 411n.X l l l n .  
(114mm X 38mm)
3in.X I f In .  
(76mm X 44mm)
horizontal ra ils  or transomes 4}1n.X l l ln .
(114mm X 38mm)
31n.X 1|1n. 
(76mm X 44mm)
The method of attaching the framework to the masonry foundation 
wall has been described in an early  building construction text 
book as follows: "In the ca e of the best work (the foundation
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plate is continuous and rests) on a masonry foundation to which 
i t  is  attached by J-lnch holding down bolts . Each o f these bolts 
Is provided with a large square washer, and about a foot length 
of each b o lt , together with I ts  washer. Is b u ilt In to  the 
stonework of the foundation. The foundatlon-plate should e ith er  
be ta rred , or treated with carbolineum or creosote."(6 ) Field  
studies have not revealed any evidence of the use of this method 
of f ix in g . (6 )
Wood and iron structures were usually supported on brick or stone 
perimeter foundation walls and piers In te rn a lly . In places such 
as Durban, where steeply sloping sites were often encountered, i t  
was common to support the foundation M ate of the wooden frame­
work on hrick or stone > iers both externa lly  and In te rn a lly . This 
not only made i t  possible to take up differences in level without 
resorting to extensive cutting and f i l l i n g ,  but provided 
ven tila tio n  and easy acc ess ib ility  to the spaces under the f lo o r,  
fo r control of term ite and other in festa tions. An interesting  
example of the use or a special cast-iron p ie r, which also acted 
as an ant guard, can be seen at the Hall fo r the Seaview 
Congregational Church, Sarnia Road, Durban.
The early  building construction text book rife rre d  to above 
specifies posts as being notched three eighths of an inch (lOrnn) 
in to  the foundation p late and roof plate and ra ils  as being 
checked one eighth of an inch (3mm) into posts. Field studies 
confirm the practice of notching posts into  plates ( 7 ) but no 
evidence has been found of checking of ra ils  into posts. More 
extensive f ie ld  studies would be required to confirm whether 
these specifications were standard practice or not. A lternative  
methods of framing were morticing end tenoning and square cutting  
and spiking (8 ) .  Field studies have not revealed any evidence of 
morticing and tenoning of wooden frameworks but square cutting  
and spiking has been seen, p a rtic u la rly  in brick lined examples.
The setting out of framework both in the horizontal and vertica l 
directions depended largely  on the design and planning of the 
build ing. Posts were usually located st a l l  external corners of 
the building and a t junctions between cross walls and external
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walls and on e ith e r sides o f door and window openings. Horizontal 
ra ils  were spaced a t a maximum distance of four feet (IZOOnwn) 
apart fo r  24gauge sheeting. A ra il  wt. also located r heads of 
doors and windows and a t c i l l  level of windows. Additional 
intermediate posts were provided between the principal posts and 
door and window posts on a more or less empirical basis where 
required.
The resulting frame .ork was self-supporting and also provided a 
structural support fo r the roof structure and suspended flo o r.
A ll ve rtica l posts were continuous from foundation plate to roof 
plate and a l l  horizontal r a i ls  were cut and f i t te d  between posts. 
Foundation and roof plates were also continuous. Because of the 
r ig id ity  of the corrugated p ro file  of the sheathing no diagonal 
bracing o f the framework was found necessary and the posts could 
be located fu rther apart than was necessary fo r timber clad 
structures of the time. The resulting wood and iron form of 
cons ruction could be described as a corrugated iron version of 
of tne so-called"BalloonH timber frame structure developed in 
England in the 183l#s.
I t  was considered good practice for a l l  woodwork to be creosoted. 
(9) Whether or 10* th is  was done woul I have to be confirmed 
during maintenance or restoration work.
IRONWORK
The manufacture and galvanizing of corrugated iron sheets has 
already been discussed. Shapes and patterns of sheets have been 
described as well as common thicknesses manufactured. In 
describing tho sheathing of the wooden framework other 
characteristics of the corrugated iron sheeting need to be 
considered. For example: the lengths and widths of sheets made and 
the arrangement of corrugations across the width of the sheets. As 
w ill  be seen below, the la t te r  arrangement has a bearing on the 
lapping procedure adopted.
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During the period of th is  study I t  appears that corrugated Iron 
sheets were made symmetrically across th e ir  widths. This 
arrangement can best be described graphically as follows:
commonly 8 or 9 corrugations
I t  w il l  be seen that both side corrugations end on a down turn.
In recent times, where sheets are often pre-paInted on the
outside with a re la tiv e ly  expensive coating and on the Inside
with a less expensive coating, sheets are made asymmetrically as 
follows:
commonly 9 or 11 corrugations
In this case I t  w il l  be seen that one side corrugation ends on a 
down turn and the other side corrugation ends on an up turn.
In the case of the e a r lie r  manufactured sheets, the sheets did 
not have a d is tin c t outside or inside face, and could be fixed  
with end corrugations facing "upwards" or "downwards". I t  was 
considered good practice fo r both edges oi a lternate  sheets to 
iap over on top of sheets between them as fo liow s:(10)
ex terio r space 3"lap
In te r io r  space
This method o f lapping ensured that the end corrugation of each 
under sheet faced upwards, p a rtic u la rly  on roofs, and resulted In 
a lte rn ate  sheets being fixed "face upwards" or "face downwards". 
This method of lapping apparently prevents water from being 
directed downwards or Inwards Into the In te rio r  spaces.
In the case of the modern sheet the same waterproofing e ffec t Is 
achieved by fix in g  a l l  the sheets "face upwards" as follows:
ILL 4A
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exterio r space
In te rio r  space
In both cases the resulting side lap Is a minimum of 31nches (76nen) 
End laps were usually a minimum of 6 Inches (152nro).
Corrugated galvanized Iron wall sheathing was usually continuous
from foundation level to underside of eaves projections,
p a rtic u la rly  In the case of dwellings. Roof covering and wall
sheathing sheets were nailed to purlins or horizontal ra ils  with
galvanized Iron screws with a galvanized Iron washer and a lead
washer. The lead washer was placed below the galvanized Iron washer.
I t  was considered good practice to na il sheets to horizontals with
screws passing through a lte rn ate  ridges of the corrugated iron (11).
This sometimes made i t  necessary to skip one ridge In order to
ensure that a screw passed through the lap jo in t  a t each end of a 
sheet.
I t  was also considered good practice to bend one end of one sheet 
around corners of buildings to achieve a typical fu l l  side lap at 
the corner. I t  was not always done in this manner, however, and I t  
was not uncommon to find the end ridges of corner sheets only, 
ro lled  around each other and nailed together a t the corner with 
the galvanized Iron screws. Depending on plan dimensions, positions 
of windows and doors, and positions of projecting bay windows e tc . ,  
variations were often taken up a t corners of buildings by bending 
sheets a t convenient points to s u it. Variations In plan dimensions 
could also be taken up by Increasing side laps as required. I t  was 
therefore possible to achieve quite a degree of f le x ib i l i t y  In 
design and plan form. However, corrugated Iron does not lend I ts e lf  
to extravagant d e ta ilin g  or highly modelled forms, fo r example, In 
f i t t in g  pointed windows (12 ). An Interesting and quite successful 
example o f the Integration ‘ Gothic style pouted windows Into a 
wood and Iron structure can be seen In a Hall fo r the Seaview 
Congregational Church, 550 Sarnia Road, Durban.
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I t  Is relevant to dea l, a t th is  point, with a question raised 
previously regarding the lim itin g  e ffe c t, i f  any, of th ' individual 
wood and Iron elements on the design and construction of ^H id ings, 
and possible modular planning d iscip lines imposed by these elements. 
Although corrugated iron may not lend i ts e lf  to extravagant 
d eta ilin g  or highly modelled forms, i t  has proved i ts e lf  to be very 
adaptable to a wide variety of building types and forms.Thinness of 
wa l l s  resulting in v irtu a l absence of deep door and window reveals, 
together with the c h a ra c te ris tica lly  even rippled texture of the 
corrugated iron sheathing i t s e l f ,  impart a ta u t, almost bland 
aesthetic to the wood and iron structure which is unique. At the 
same tim e, the wooden framework is s u ffic ie n tly  adaptable both in 
size and arrangement of members, and the co -uyated iron sheathing 
is s u ff ic ie n tly  adaptable in bendability and sheet overlap, to 
accommodate a wide variety  of building shapes and forms.
Hrefabrication may presuppose a high degree of modularity in design 
and planning, but s ite  fabrication  lends i t s e l f  to greater 
f le x ib i l i t y .  Although the corrugated iron sheet is in i t s e l f  a 
modular component, i t  has proved i ts e lf  to be equally adaptable to 
both pre- and s ite  fab rica tio n . One of its  greatest attractions was, 
in fa c t, i ts  f le x ib i l i t y .
The ava ilab le  lengths of corrugated iron sheets may, however, have 
had some modulating e ffe c t on wood and iron structures, although 
#  even 1n th1s case variations in height could be accomodated to a
great extent by varying horizontal lap dimensions.
Corrugated iron sheets were generally fixed with the ridges of the 
corrugations running in a vertica l d irection . In the case of roof 
coverings th is  method of fix in g  was essential to achieve a proper 
run -o ff of rain water. In the case of wall sheathing, however, this  
method of fix in g  was not essential and i t  was not uncommon to use 
the sheets with the ridges running horizon ta lly , or even diagonally.
Extant examples can be found in this country of the use of
horizonta lly  fixed corrugated iron wall sheathing but no evidence of 1 1 1 2 2 1  
the use of diagonally cut sheets in South Africa has been found. An 23B 
example of a house in North Queensland using the material cut 
diagonally is  commented on by Peter Bel; in "Timber and Iron Houses
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In North Queensland " as follows: (13)
"There are certa in ly  good reasons fo r not building In Iron. I t  
is  net usually regarded as an a ttra c tiv e  m ateria l, although 
apfjearance was not highly In flu e n tia l In the design of many 
. orth Queensland buildings. But aesthetic acceptance of 
corrugated iron came quickly. A y  o t  in Charters Towers, a 
two-storey stud-framed house probably b u ilt  about 1890, 
employed Iron panels fo r veranda shades on Its  ground flo o r  
-  constituting an enormous area of i ts  facade - but used I t  
rn n ln g ly  with each sheet cut a t a s lig h t diagonal to create 
a subtle herringbone texture surprisingly delicate for a
(tev l^d  » 0rmal1y regarded as one o f the most monotonous
His cornier,t is ,  in c id en ta lly , an example of yet another reference 
to the prevailing  a ttitu d e  to the aesthetic unacceptability of 
corn,gated Iro n . Examples of the contemporary use of corrugated 
Iron horizonta lly  in Australia w ill be die ussed la te r . (14)
1v LININGS
As mentioned previously, a timber framework Is  common to a ll  types 
of wood and Iron buildings but variations occur according to the 
method o f lin in g  used In te rn a lly .
The most common methods of lin in g  used were timber match boarding 
and b rick . An unique example of the use of pressed steel panel wall 
lin ings to a wood and Iron building is the well-known house museum,
Belhaven, in Barberton.In this building some eighteen d iffe re n t ILL 25C 
designs of pressed steel wall and ce llin g  patterns can be seen(15).
Tongued and grooved boarding of a nominal size of six Inches by
fiv e  ulghths of an Inch (152 X 16mm) was used fo r both wall and
c e ilin g  lin in g s . Each board was divided down the centre with a v-
groove to create the Impression of a narrower width boarding as 
illu s tra te d  below: ILL 2 IE
 r 5p.
Mention has been made of the question of when and why the practice  
of lin in g  wood and Iron buildings with brick came about.
Walls consisting of vertica l posts carrying the roof load, and the 
Intervening space f i l le d  In with a variety of m ateria ls. Including 
b rick , have been known In Europe since Roman times. (16) These "post- 
a n d -ln f ll l  walls were loosely known as"half-t1mbered" w a lls . The 
brick lined wood and iron structure as we know I t  in th is  country 
today, cannot be d ire c tly  compared with the p o s t-a n d -ln flll type of 
wall described above. In the wood and Iron system of construction 
the posts do not d ire c tly  support the roof structure. The posts 
together with foundation and roof plates and horizontal ra ils  
function as a diaphragm which bears the roof load more or less 
evenly along Its  length. Be that as I t  may, the Idea of f i l l in g  a 
timber framed structure with brick was not new.
Just when this practice started In th is  country Is not c lea r. More 
detailed investigation , beyond the scope of th is  study, would be 
required to c la r ify  th is point. The technique seems to have been 
used extensively In the Hltwatersrand mining areas at the turn of 
the nineteenth century. A census conducted In 1921 Indicates that 
the vast m ajority of dwellings In this category (7823) were on the 
Hltwatersrand where they formed the bulk of the wood and Iron group 
(17 ). Whether or not th is technique was a regional phenomenon Is 
also a subject fo r further Investigation.
There is  a dearth of lite ra tu re  on the subject of brick lined wood 
and iron buildings a t th is time. One can only speculate on the 
orig in  of this technique. Whether brick was regarded at the time as 
the prime element and corrugated iron as a secondary protective  
element Is not c le a r. Nor is I t  c lear whether the main motivation 
fo r the use of brick was for its  Insulating properties, and fo r the 
addition o f corrugated iron fo r Its  waterproofing properties. I f  
th is  was the case, one would have expected more buildings with load 
bearing, corrugated Iron clad , brick walls to have been b u i lt .
There were undoubted advantages to Incorporating h a lf brick walls 
Into wood and Iron structures. In fe rio r  quality  sun-dried bricks 
which were vulnerable to moisture and had poor load bearing 
cap acities , could be used in nar-ow widths for th e ir  thermal and 
sound absorbing properties. The corrugated Iron sheathing could be 
used to protect the sun dried bricks from moisture penetration and 
to prolong th e ir  l i f e .  At the same time the bricks could be used to
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piovlde a comparatively low cost flush Internal face suitable for 
plastering anri papering.
I f  the aspect of appearance is  disregarded , the brick lined variety  
could be regarded as an up-graded, top of the range, form of wood 
and iron construction. In terms o f comfort the brick lined , 
verandahed house placed on an Imposing solid podium, could rank as 
high as one b u ilt  by more tra d itio n a l methods. (18) I t  also could 
re ta in  some o f the advantages of the wood and i r  technique, such 
as ease o f erection and cheapness.
The use of brick lin ings presented the builder with certain  practical
problems such as keylng-ln of brickwork to the timber posts and
keym g-in of plasterwork to the outer faces of the timber framework.
Bricks were la id  on th e ir  faces. In stretcher bond, to f i l l  up the
rectangular spaces between the horizontal and vertica l members of the 
timber framework.
A recommended method of keylng-ln of brickwork to posts involved the 
f ix in g  of three quarter inch square (20 X 20nrni) continuous vertica l 
timber key strips to the posts between the horizontals, with brick­
work notched to receive the key s tr ip  as shown below: (19)
f la t  headed nails plaster
7
key-In s tr ip — post brickwork
A lternative  methods of keylng-ln of p laster to timber framing have 
also been recommended (19 ). Wrod surfaces could be studded with f ia t  
headed na ils  l e f t  orojectlng s lig h tly ;  wood surfaces could be cut 
in to  in a downward direction with a chisel to form projecting tags 
(not suitable fo r horizontals , however,); or strips of rough metal 
mesh work could nailed onto the wood surfaces, to form a key for 
plaster work. An example of the f i r s t  method of keylng-ln of p laster
to the timber framework has been seen a t the Barberton Museum but 
no examples of the method o f keying In of brickwork using timber 
key s trips  has been encountered. Methods used, I f  any.of keying In 
of brickwork or p laster to the timber framework only become evident 
during restoration or maintenance work on brick lined wood and Iron 
buildings.
Menton ha: been made,in trade lite ra tu re  of the time, of the use 
of Inodorous f e l t  to be placed between the timber lin ing  and 
corrugated iron sheeting as a "non-conductor o f heat, cold and sound." 
(20). The efficacy  of such a provision is questionable, and in any 
event, cannot be as e ffe c tive  as the use of brick as a lin in g .
SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS
The f i r s t  three of the four construction systems employing corrugated 
iron have been discussed up to this point and the fourth method 
involving the use of a load bearing one brick wall with corrugated 
iron cladding externa lly  has been mentioned. This method w ill nuw 
be discussed in a l i t t l e  more d e ta il and reference w ill br- de to 
few in teresting  variations on the basic systems Id en tifie J  v, ve.
System 0, is a c lear example of the use of corrugated iron fo r its  
protective Quali ty .  One also questions whether th is  method might have 
been used to achieve a better class of building on a higher social 
scale, while reta in ing an uniformity of appearance with brick lined  
wood and iron structures in the v ic in ity  on a lower social scale. In 
th is type of construction horizontal strips of timber of a brick 
course width were b u ilt  into the external load bearing brick walls 
and the corrugated iron was nailed to the strips as described above.
A variation  on the wood and iron systems B and C involved an up­
grading by building a fro n t facade wall in load bearing brick ard 
reserving the more humble wood and iron walls fo r the less v is ib le  
side and back walls of the build ing. This method of building seems 
to be peculiar tc certain  houses ir  tne Durban area. Examples can 
also be seen in Durban of more recent attempts to "gentrify" street
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facades of wood and Iron houses by the application of p laster on 
metal lathing to the corrugated iron surfaces Involved.
An in teresting  example of the adaptab ility  of corrugated galvanized 
iron to specialized uses can be seen in the construction of block­
houses in South Africa about the time of the South African War. A 
typical build ing of th is  type has been restored and declared a 
national monument in Barberton. An account of the e a r lie s t pattern ILL
of corrugated iron blockhouse of this type is  given by a B ritish  to
Colonel, E H Bethel 1, D S 0 , R E, in a paper e n tit le d , "The Block­
house System in the South African War".(21) These blockhouses were 
erected s p e c ific a lly  to protect the railways from persistent attack 
by the Boer forces. Colonel Bethel1 described these structures as 
follows:
"The wrecking of the railways reached a maximum in November and 
December, 1900, and the f i r s t  blockhouses were put up fo r us by a 
Lorenqo Marques contractor, in January, 1901; only some ha lf 
dozen, a t N e lsp ru it, Kaapmuiden and Komatipoort.
They were oblong, about 9 or 10 feet by 15 fe e t , consisting 
of two rows of posts, 3"x3" and 2 feet apart, with a skin of
corrugated iron fixed to each row, and stony sand f i l le d  into
the space between the skins; the loopholes were 3"x4" holes in 
steel p la tes , 2 fee t wide and 9 inches dee", and were fixed in 
wooden casings placed in openings cut in the cu,rugated iron 
w alls ; a corrugated iron roof completed the structure.
The door was traversed in the usual way, a water tank 
provided, and the whole surrounded by an entanglement o f wire.
The resu lt was a very good blockhouse, but one which 
required a lo t  of material and much time to e rec t, and for 
which the steel p late loopholes were not obtainable q u i.k ly  In 
s u ffic ie n t numbers.
I t  would not have been possible, in the time ava ilab le , to 
develop the cross country blockhouse system to the extent to 
which i t  was developed, had not something less cumbrous been 
Invented.
Colonel Bethel 1 then describes less "cumbrous" more sophisticated, 
methods of constructing blockhouses using corrugated iron developed 
by a Major Rice, R E, Commanding 23rd (F ie ld ) Company. His reference 
to the prefabrication of these blockhouses is p a rtic u la rly  relevant 
in the context of th is  study.
Major Rice's company a t Middelburg in the Transvaal, soon 
became an extremely well-organised block house factory, the 
construction of each separate part being in the hands of the 
same men.
Every part was made to template, and, consequently, these
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blockhouses a l l  f i t te d  well together, which was fa r  from being 
the case with those made by contract a t the coast.
vl BUILDING IN OF WINDOWS AND DOORS
The method of trimming the timber framework fo r window and door 
openings Is s im ila r. In both cases posts are located on both sides 
of the window or door opening. In both cases a horizontal r a i l  Is 
located above the opening and in the case of window openings, 
a horizontal r a i l  Is located under the window c i l l .
The method o f trimming around door and window openings w ill depend 
on the type o f door and window frames being used. In some cases the 
doors or window sashes may be hung d irec tly  from the wall framing 
posts or transomes. The window frame may be solid or hollow; the 
la t te r  being termed a box-frame. Although doors were sometimes hung 
d ire c tly  from posts, eg. in the case of simple sheds and outhouses, 
I t  was more usual to provide more sophisticated jamb linings to 
door openings. A good text book description of a typical method of 
building in of a box-frame into a wood and Iron building Is given 
In ILL 10. This description is self-explanatory and mentions such 
Important provisions as the insertion of a galvanized Iron protector 
s tr ip  between the corrugated Iron and the top of the window frame.
ILL 10
vl 1 CASE STUDIES OF CONSTRUCTION AND DOCUMENTATION METHODS ILL 11
to 15
Good examples of construction and documentation methods used In early  
wood and Iron buildings have been found In copies of drawings fo r the 
South African Railways' Engineers. These drawings re la te  to the 
following projects: Manley Flats S tation, 1884 (ILL 11); NCR 
Platelayers Single Quarters, 1905 (ILL 12); NGR Manager In Charge, 
Donnybrook, 1903 (ILL 13); Stations, Vredenburg and Saldanha, 1911 
(ILL 14); and SAR, S tation , Berg R iver, 1911 (ILL 15).
The d raw ings  f o r  the  M anley F la ts  S ta t io n  p r o je c t  r e la te  to  th e
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assembly o f the components o f the building as received from the 
suppliers in England, namely, Flrbank 1 Co., The Sanctuary, 
Westminster. The drawings consist of schematic plans and elevations 
of studding and sheeting with a l l  components numbered according to 
a standardized system. Roman numerals were used for the external 
timber framework members and Arabic numerals fo r the internal 
framework members and corrugated Iron sheets. Evidence of the use 
of Roman numeral marked timber members has been seen a t the 
Barberton Museum.
ILL 11A 
to 11G
The drawings also I l lu s tra te  the common arrangement and setting out
* f  studding. Including common sizes in use a t the time. They also
Illu s tra te  the common setting out of roof ra fte rs  and purlins . On
the Plan of Sheeting on the Roof attention is drawn to the fact
that numbers are marked on the underside of sheets, nut on top. An ILL VC
examination of an Elevation of Sheeting shows a peculiar variety of
sheet widths ranging from about 12 Inches (no.221) to 32 Inches
(n o .164). Sizes o f studding mentioned on the drawings are: 4)"x3" ILL 11E
Intermediate posts, foundation and roof plates; 4&"x4" corner posts;
and 4&"x2" horizontal r a i ls .  A ll of these sizes seem to have been In
common use a t the time. The method of trimming door and window
openings as shown on the drawings accords with the common methods
already described. ILL 10
I
The drawings for the NGR P latelayers ' Single Quarters p ro ject, Weenen 
Railways, I l lu s tra te  a typical studding system of the time In plan 
and section. Wall widths are shown as 3" with 3"x3" Intermediate 
posts set out a t approximately 4 ' - r  centres. Posts at corners and 
a t junctions between external and ross walls are shown as 4)"x3". 
Foundation plates are shown on sec Ion as 4*"x3" and roof plates as 
3Hx 3 \  The foundation structure co slsted of 5"x5" timber stumps 
presumably driven Into  the earth ; variation on the masonry pier 
system to be seen in Durban. In te r al lin ings are shown as 6"x)" 
and hc-lzontal ra i ls  as 3"x2" timb r .  The sizes of members shorn are 
slm lla'- to those seen at Durban an Barberton. Ant guards are shown 
on the section between foundation stumps and p lates, presumably of 
sheet Iron .
ILL 12A 
and 12B
The d ra w in g s  f o r  th e  NGR Manager In  C harge , Donnybrook, I l l u s t r a t e
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assembly o f the components of the building as received from the 
suppliers in England, namely, Flrbank & CA. , The Sanctuary,
Westminster. The drawings consist of schematic plans and elevations 
of studding and sheeting with a l l  components numbered according to 
a standardized system. Roman numerals were used fo r the external 
timber framework members and Arabic numerals for the Internal 
framework members and corrugated Iron sheets. Evidence of the use 
of Roman numeral marked timber members has been seen a t the 
Barberton Museum.
The drawings also I l lu s tra te  the common arrangement and setting out 
of studding, Including common sizes In use a t the time. They also 
I l lu s tra te  the common setting out of roof ra fte rs  and purlins . On 
the Plan r f  Sheeting on the Roof attention Is drawn to the fact
that numbers are marked on the underside of sneets, not on top. An
examination of an Elevation of Sheeting shows a peculiar variety of 
sheet widths ranging from about 12 inches (no.221) to 32 Inches 
(n o .164). Sizes of studding mentioned on the drawings are: 4$"x3N 
Intermediate posts, foundation and roof p lates; 4&"x4" corner posts; 
and 4JHx2" horizontal r a i ls .  A ll of these sizes seem to have been In 
common use a t the time. The method of trimming door and window 
openings as shown on the drawings accords with the common methods 
already described.
The drawings fo r the NGR Platelayers ' Single Quarters p ro ject, Weenen 
I  Railways, I l lu s tra te  a typical studding system of the time In plan
and section. Wall widths are shown as 3" with 3"x3" Intermediate ILL 12A
posts set out a t approximately 4 '- 'i"  centres. Posts a t corners and and 12B
a t junctions between external and cross walls are shown as 4)"x3".
Foundation plates are shown on section as 4&"x3" and roof plates as 
3"x3". The foundation structure consisted of 5"x5" timber stumps 
presumably driven into the earth ; variation on the masonry pier 
system to be seen In Durban. Internal lin ings are shown as 6"x&" 
and he Izontal ra i ls  as 3"x2" timber. The sizes of members shots are 
slmlla'* to those seen a t Durban and Barberton. Ant guards are shown 
on the section between foundation stumps and p lates, presumably of 
sheet Iron.
ILL 11C 
ILL 11E
ILL 10
ILL 11A 
to 11G
The d ra w in g s  f o r  the  NGR Manager in  C harge, D onnybrook, I l l u s t r a t e
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a studding system sim ilar to that of the P latelayers' Single
Quarters, except that a l l  posts are shown as 3"x3". Foundation
plates are 41"x3" supported In th is  case on 6"x6" hardwood stumps
and no ant guards are Indicated on the drawings. The method of ILL 13A
supporting the 4)"x2" flo o r jo is t  d ire c tly  on the foundation plate to 130
of the studding is characteris tic  o f the wood and iron form of
construction, and can be seen In a l l  parts of the country where
th is  type o f structure has been erected. I t  Is  also In teresting  to
note that the width of the verandah as well as the height of the
building appear to have been designed to take a standard length of
sheet. This is an example of the possible moduli ' ig e ffe c t of °
size of the corrugated Iron element.
The drawings fo r the Vredenburg and Saldmnha Stations, I l lu s tra te  ILL 14A
a s im ila r typical studding system to those discussed above, except to 14D
that In  th is  case both 4*"x3" and 3"x3" p js t sizes have been shown.
In th is  case the foundation plates have been supported on 18" wide
masonry walls externa lly  and on 18"x18" masonry walls In tc n a l ly .
This method of supporting the foundation plate on masonry Is also 
characteris tic  of the wood and Iron form of construction. Again,
In th is  case verandah widths and building heights appear to have 
been designed to su it standard available lengths of corrugated iron 
sheeting. No ant guards have been shown on these drawings.
The drawings fo r the Berg River Station show a s im ilar system of ILL ISA
f  construction In a l l  respects to that of the Vredenburg and Saldanha to 15C
Stations.
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C H A P T E R  5
C O N C L U S I O N S - T H E  NE D F O R  A 
C O N S E R V A T I O N  S T U D Y  A N D  P O L I C Y
Up to th is  point the subject of early corrupted  Iron construction 
in South Africa has been reviewed against the broader vision of the 
history o f the development of Europe and the Colonies from the time 
of tne Renaissance. The history of Its  manufacture and use against 
the narrower vision of the one hundred year period of Its  development 
from about 1820 to 1920 and some of the principal merits and demerits 
of the m aterial have been id e n tifie d  and discussed.
The h is to ric a l evolution of some of the systems of construction using 
cor ugated iron have been analysed and some general observations on 
the occurence and d is trib u tio n  of early  corrugated iron dwellings In 
South Africa have been made. Comments on a sample visual survey of 
extant buildings carried  out in some of the Known areas of 
concentration have then been made.
Basic systems of construction employing corrugated iron have also 
been id e n tifie d  and discussed. Construction d eta ils  re la tin g  to the 
framework, ironwork and lin ings used have been described and some 
special applications of the wood and iron technique have been 
reviewed. Methods of building in of windows and doors have been 
described, and a few case studies of construction and documentation 
methods reviewed.
This study has revealed that the subject of corrugated iron 
construction and the wood and iron tra d itio n  in this country is a 
vast one. Many questions remain to be answered, and the present study 
cannot be regarded as anything more than a general introduction to 
the subject.
The main p o in ts  to  emerge fro m  t h is  s tu d y  a re : f i r s t l y  th e  d e a rth  o f
l ite ra tu re  on the subject in South A frica , and secondly, the lack 
of knowledge and records of extant corrugated iron buildings in the 
country a t the present time. Corrugated iron has become a Cinderella 
of a m ate ria l, often neglected and overlooked.
The reasons fo r th is are not d i f f ic u l t  to rin d . I t  is a material 
which has not been admired for its  aesthetic appearance and has 
been regarded in some quarters as socia lly  unacceptable. Its  severe 
industria l character tends to l im it  its  consideration as a 
tra d itio n a l vernacular m ateria l, p a rtic u la rly  in re la tion  to such 
more so c ia lly  acceptable m aterials as stone and brick (1 ).
Architects have had very l i t t l e  to do with the development of the 
t in  tra d itio n  and wood and iron buildings have received scant 
attention from arch itectural historians or building construction 
chron ic lers (2 ). In th is  context Peter Bell in "Timber and Iron 
Houses in North Queensland Mining Settlements, 1861-1920", argues 
that "the circumstances of mining settlement encourage' *he 
construction of the very types of building that architectural 
history has been c r it ic iz e d  for ignoring." He goes on to say "very 
few of the ho ld ings in North Queensland were designed by architects  
in the sense that t i t l e  hv;, today. Indeed, there was frequently  
overt resistance to the intrusion o f architects who, i t  was feared, 
brought unnecessary elaboration and expense in th e ir  wake." 
Developers in North Queensland a t the time did "rnt want to spend 
large sums on buildings which may cease to be necessary in two or 
three years'tim e and then fa l l  in to  decay." (3) I t  would not be 
surprising to find  that the same a ttitu d e  to the intrusion of 
architects prevailed a t the time of the heyday of the wood and iron 
tra d itio n  in the mining towns in South Africa from the 1890s to the 
1920s.
What seems to be needed, therefore, is a survey of the existing  
stock of corrugated iron buildings in chis country leading to the 
preparation of a conservation study and policy related  sp e c ifica lly  
to the preservation o f th is  type of build ing. Before embarking on 
such a study the conservation worthiness of th is  type of building  
w ill have to be determined.
The present study also shows that corrugated iron construction has
a rich past and played an Important part In the h is torica l 
development of the country as an emerging colony of the time. The 
extant corrugated iron buildings to a greater or lesser degree 
represent an expression of the pioneering s p ir i t  of the time, and 
there is undoubtedly a need to preserve some of what remains of 
th is  valuable heritage of the past. The present study also shows 
that there is  s t i l l  a reasonably good sized stock of surviving wood 
and iron buildings of varying types in the country today, many of 
which may be worthy of preservation fo r th e ir  h is torica l and 
arch^tic tu ra l in terest and significance.
*  d if f ic u lty  which may arise in carrying out. a conservation study 
of wood and iron buildings is that i t  may be d i f f ic u lt  to evaluate 
them in the same architectural terms as th e ir  stune and brick  
counterparts. Technically, a as a rc h ite c tu ra lly , they may need
to be evaluated according to th e ir  own set of c r i te r ia .  I t  is 
submitted, therefore, that in formulating a conservation policy fo r  
early  corrugated iron buildings in th is  country, a countrywide 
survey and record of such building*, should be made as a basis, and 
that the buildings should be evaluated in th e ir  own technical terms 
to decide what is worthy of preservation.
I t  is  also submitted that the decision as to whether wood and iron 
build ings, as such, are worthy of conservation, is one that needs to 
be made mainly in h is torica l terms and reference to architectural 
c r ite r ia  more applicable to buildings of other materials and styles 
should be avoided.
Some work has already been done in Durban and East London in the 
study of wood and iron buildings. (4 ) .  Some success has already been 
achieved in the restoration and declaration as National Monuments of 
sig n ifican t wood and iron buildings in such places as Pilgrims Rest, 
Barberton, Irene and Johannesburg. (5) Much more needs to be done i f  
we are not to lose such buildings to demolition or irrevers ib le  
change in appearance. Only p rio r knowledge of th e ir  existence and 
condition w il l  enable timely decisions to be made in th is  -egard.
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E P I L O G U E
T H E  F U T U R E  OF  C O R R U G A T E D  I R O N
Corrugated Iron in this country undoubtedly has a rich  past, but what 
of i ts  future?
The tra d itio n a l corrugated iron p ro file  is being ousted by its  s lic k ,
#  streamlined long-span successors. (See ILL 4A) I t  is a material which ILL 4A
some would lik e  to see eradicated or banished to the lowest of low-
cost applications. I t  is ,  however, a material which refuses to die 
and continues to "rear its  ugly head" in the most unlikely  places, 
for example, atop the new Witwatersrand Terhnikon buildings to revive 
the "Doornfontein" character of the area, and then only where i t  can 
be seen.
In recent yeau  in A ustra lia , the material has been re-discovered in 
enthusiastic terms by an Australian a rch itec t. Glenn Murcutt. In a 
book e n title d : " Leaves of Iron , Glenn Murcutt: Pioneer of an 
Australian Architectural Form " , by P h ilip  Drew, The Law Book Company
Lim ited, 1985, the author reviews Murcutt's work and the philosophy of
*  his re-evaluation of the m ateria l, corrugated iron.
Murcutt was apparently p a rtic u la rly  attracted to the "leafiness" of
corrugated iron which he f e l t  had an a f f in i ty  with the early bark- 
clad Aboriginal shelters of the Northern T errito ry  o f A ustralia . (1) ILL 28A 
He also liked  to use corrugated iron cladding horizontally  to express 
i ts  leafiness, thus:
The thinness of the iron sheets and the hard le a f- l ik e  character
of the buildings is advanced by expressing the edges of the
sheets. il l  28B
Murcutt also exploits the roundness of forms to which corrugated 
iron is so adaptable, and likes to round the ridges to his buildings 
to "Increase the Id en tific a tio n  of the roof with the sky." (2)
F in a lly , the following quotation from "Leaves of Iron" Is submitted 
as a possible pointer to the future of corrugated Iron In South 
A frica: (3 )
. . . . t h e  use of corrugated Iron by Glenn Murcutt Is an important 
l in k , though not the only one, between his architecture and 
Australian vernacular buildings. The association with the 
vernacular is strengthened by the Introduction of such things as 
corrugated Iron rainwater tanks in some of his farm-houses, the 
transformation o f the tra d itio n a l verandah In to  an outdoor room 
screened from Insects, and the inclusion of such items as cedar 
external storm b linds, glass louvre windows, la t t ic e  screens, 
and rip p le  iron fo r ce ilin g s . The significance of th is  
id e n tific a tio n  with vernacular building is twofold: in the f i r s t  
Instance, i t  t ies  his buildings to the commonest facts in the 
Australian experience, and in the second, i t -  that is  the 
vernacular- Illu s tra te s  a range of responses to the climate and 
the landscape. In so many ways vernacular buildings act as a 
guide to the physical environment and furnish Glenn Murcutt with 
a range of solutions which are the products of free improvisation 
and invention.
Murcutt uses corrugated iron because i t  is a l ig h t ,  strong, 
and ve rs a tile  m ateria l, and in recognition of such properties as 
i ts  economy, finer ess of l in e , and the natural-looking p ro file  
which imparts s tif.u ess  to the sheet. The iron , lik e  water, has 
the property of re fle c tin g  the quality  of the daylight and so 
responds to changes of the weather.
....M u rc u tt prefers ordinary m aterials. He chooses materials  
which are associated with vernacular usage, or are compatible 
with the vernacular, and, in a sense, represent a sensible modern 
extension of lightw eight or c lim a tica lly  appropriate design,.........
I t  is  very easy to misunderstand the importance of corrugated 
iron to Murcutt's architecture. I t  is not a gimmick or a cheap 
tr ic k  to a ttra c t notice. Rather i t  arises from his sense of the 
beauty and poetry in ordinary things and his desire to create 
buildings which speak to the people. His rediscovery of 
corrugated Iron, P i l la r  Naco c lip  louvres, patent glazing bars, 
external Venetian b linds, these are not ends in themselves. Rather 
they are examples of sensible responses which have somehow been 
forgotten or Ignored over time, and which, in th e ir  own way have 
not been bettered. But in addition to his resuscitation of e a r lie r  
neglected materials and building components, Murcutt is  intent on 
finding new products and in adapting existing components, using 
them in novel ways, to deal with the issue of the environment. 
These new elements share with the older vernacular m ateria ls, the 
same q u a lities  of lightness, toughness and delicacy. So the two 
ate always re lated .
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1 P h ilip  Cmi , "Leaves of Iro n , Glenn Murcutt: Pioneer of an
Australian Architectural Form", The Law Book Company Lim ited, 
1966, p. 66.
2 Ib id . ,  p. 49.
3 Ib id . ,  p. 77.
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PROFILED STEEL SHEETING
RCP and 10% Traditional comgoted 
pro llw  oflsflnq a veratlle and mod 
economic form ol wall covering 
IBR A unique and versatile medium Ruled 
profile having optimum strength to mass 
and load/span characteristics which 
provide a strong and economical sheet, 
capable of being cranked, curved and bull 
nosed
NU RIB A shallower profile than IBR
oHertng the economies associated with
improved cover width
SHOULDER RIB/ SECRET FIX A deep fluted
profile affording additional design
possibilities
SHADOW RIB A unique architectural 
cladding providing extra wide cover width 
BOLD LINE An unusually deep embossed 
profile designed as an architectural wail 
cladding Its large flutes alford great 
strength and wind loau characteristics with 
a minimum of structural support rolls Its 
sise lends perspective to large areas of 
wall cladding for which It is ideally suited 
TRISOMET and TRIMAWALL Light but 
immensely strong, ready to fix Insulated 
sandwich panel
VEE LINE. MULTI LINE WIDE MULLION 
and NARROW MULLION Four different 
architectural wall panels providing 
handsome and Individual lacades through 
a combination of unique shapes and 
colours
Accessories
Flashings, closer pieces, fasteners and ram 
water goods
All profiles are complemented by plain or 
coloured GRP laminated translucent 
sheets for doylighling purposes 
Sheets can be used in stngie skin 
applications or can be combined wilh a 
Robertson insulation system
Appearance
All products are available in embossed 
galvanised or stainlesi steel either mill 
finished or with Calomel baked enamel 
finish or Versacor high build coatings m 
eleven standard colours 
Q-LITE GPP Sheets available In blue, 
yellow green and various translucencles
Service
Free consultancy design end engineering 
assistance backed by d :1l"ery. 
inslallallon/erectloii and maintenance 
services
PROFIELSTAA1.PLATE
RCP 8% en 10% Tradielonele gollprohele wal 
n verandedik en ultersle etononuese vorm von 
muurbedekking bled
IBR n Unleke en veelsydlge mlddolmatige 
geriffelde prafiel met optimale slerkte teen 
massa en los/sponkenmerkr wal n sterk en 
ekonomlese plaal verseker. en wal gebulg. 
ged-aal en gerond kan word 
NU RIB n Vlakker orofiel as IBR en wal 
besparlug meebrtng wal gekoppel word aan 
verbeterde dekbreedte 
SHOULDER RIB/SECRET FIX n Diep- 
geriffelde prafiel wal addleionele 
onlwerpsmor -i ilikhede bled 
SHADOW RIB n Unleke argitektomoae 
bekleding wal ekslra wye dekwydle bled 
BOLD LINE n Bullengewoon diep 
bosseleerprofiel. ontwerp as n orgiteklomese 
muurbekledlnn Die groot groewe bled groter 
slerkte en windlaskenmerke met n minimum 
struktuurstutrefings Die grootle verleen 
perspekliel aan g not oppervlakte 
muurbekledlng waarvoar dll ideaal gc-klk is 
TRISOMET en TRIMAWALL Llg maar inters 
sterk. gereed om vas te heg, geisoleerde 
bolerhampaneel
VEE LINE MULTI-LINE WIDE MULLION en 
NARROW MULLION Vler verskillende 
orgiteklomese muurpanele wal aanlrekfike en 
afsonderlike lasades Ned deur mlddel van n 
kombtnasle unleke vorms en kleure
Bykomelujhede
Voegct orie sluiterstukke heystukke en 
geutpypgoedere
AHe prohele word oangevul deur elle ol 
gekleurde GVP lamel deursigtige plate met 
die oog op dagllgverskalling 
Plate kan In enkehrel gebruik word of kan 
gekombinrer word met n Robertson 
geisolasie slelsel
Voorioms
Alle produkle is beskikbaar In gebosselecrde 
gegalvanlseeide of vlekvrye staal met Of n 
Colomet moflelemolie Of n Versacor laag 
oSveridng In ell standaard kleure
O LITE GVP Plate beskikb lar in blou. geel. 
groen en vereklllend- deurskynende 
skakorings
Diem
Gratis konsullasie, ontwerp en 
inoenieu rsw erkbyi'aand ondersteun deur 
a flowerings Inslallasie/opngtmgs-'  . 
Instandhoudingsdtenste
Profck
Majdmum length
(m)
Monsnal lleckness 
(mm)
Nomrol mass
(kg/m7) (mm)
RCP 8%
RCPtrw
IBR
Mu Rib
Sioilder Rib/ 
Secret Ft* 
Bold Lms 
Shodow Rib 
Tnsomst Panel
132 
13 2 
186 
15* 
186
186
90
12.0
12.0
06
06. Ofi 
06 CO V0 
06 O.lt 1.0 
0.6
0.8 
06 0.8 1 0 
06 
06
5.8 
678 
7 11 
6 10 
7
37 
5 10 
7-11 
12 5
610
762
686
762
725
620
780
750
850
Prafiel Makemum lengte
(m)
Nomi tale dikle 
(mm) __ _
Nommole massa 
(kg/m7)
Dekwydle
(mm)
For further information see SPECIFILE 
LIBRARY Sedtone 47 and 81
For predrawn CAD product patterns se 
SPECIDRAFT Sectxin 4.
(Oil) 403 6800
Vtr verdere inligting nen SPECIFILE 
BIBLIOTEEKAFDELINOS 47 en 81
Vu voorafgetekendw CAD produkpetron' 
smn SPECIDRAFTAFDEL1NG 4
Telefoon (O il)  40 3 -6 600
MODERN
PROFILED STEEL
SHEETING
SPECIF1E
COMPENDIUM 9 0 /8 9
OalTanlilne ■■< Cermtatiflc^—TW black ihsete an flnt 
pet threugb ike picking preens. TWs Isdane hi a stun# as Umber 
tank wMch la Med eltk r with eelph He as kydrethleHe add te 
remew a l scale, eride as rest. This epeiatieu can I ■ srdad eat, 
either by hand pokera as by an automatic dchi.ig mscblna. 
After bdng dcansad In a water tank, the fat sheets ire then fed I 
into me galvanising bath either by hand as by an awteewtlc 
leader, ana at a time. The galvanising bath la made al steel plates 
Isom iIn. te i|ln. thick and al a else to suit the width el sheets te 
be treated. Inelde the bath there is the gaW—' lag machine with; 
rollers which revolve In the molten * pellet ,ic which is heated [ 
to Iso" F. The sheets pass rapidly through the sine end emerge at 
the other side of the bath through two emit rollers; these rollers, 
together with the epe*d of the machine and temperature ol the 
bath, regulate the qnam ijr el sine covering, vis., from i |  te lies, 
per square loot. A Baa is wed in the process made from muriate 
of ammonia and this causes lisa sine to flo w  freely and gives the 
sheet a smooth surface. When sheets anted wilh a bright 
Bowery spangle, it is necessary to add a small proportion el lbs 
to mis with the sine. The heats utomalkaRy pass through a 
tank of bet water te wash of any Bum stains and then they pass 
an ten drying ire and Anally they are examined by Inspectors.
The sheets then pass te the corrugating department. The gal* i 
vanbed Bat sheets era here corrugated I# the s *0 of corrugation 
required, either by pewerhd presses whan severe, rheeta era ear, 
negated ah a time or In rotary corrugated relleti usually dahtg ana 
sheet at a time, In either ease the process la rapid and a huge 
tonnage la obtained. The corrugated sheets are the* weighed up, 
bundled or packed far shipment; or they are put Into store in 
their various aisaa and gauges
Laying Corrugated Iheete.—For reels the sheets should 
have red laps el net less then Me. The usual side lap for erdtoery 
purposes b half a corrugation, that b te say, the bst corrugation 
b  each sheet ever laps. This b known as " single ebb tap. Far
r bJ purposes seek ss stores, wareheueea and dwaUng houses, bst two corrugations b  each sheet should be overlapped, otherwise termed "doubta side tape." Sheets far sides of build tegs 
can be bid with g or gb. end tape, and half comuatiynpc jbgb  
side lips. *
Bulls, naUe or screws should always be placed b  the top corru­
gation. Weed screws or nails should be placed 6b. apart. Belts 
lor liming sheets together should be about i$le. apart along the 
side corrugation. Hook belts lor Iron framed buildings should be 
about i sin. apart. All screws and sheet bolts should have at kk«t 
one iron or bad washer under the head; one el each b recom­
mended. Hook belle should have curved washers, either round or 
diamond shaped. In taping i her Is the workmen should begin at 
the bottom row, and work tomrds the ridge of real.
Galvanised sheets should be stored vary carefuBy b  a dry, 
well vent Bated pbce. and any Leals which have become damp or 
wet b  transit should be wiped thoroughly dry before storing. On 
no account should UMy bo stored b  buadba/u adarep sunaspbem. 
I I  sheets eusst ke#ored b  the ops* ab ce de*# pesgwedllbus. 
they should be stacked b  such a aeauueg,ae b  ahum a ppd gb 
space between them. (Jee aba Galvamiub laosr awe SrstL.)
GALVANIZING. CORRUGATING AND LAYING 
OF CORRUGATED STEEL SHEETS
AS DESCRBED IN UTH ED. ENCYCLOPAEDIA 
BRITANNIC A P471-2 C1927
JL
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BOUERSDIVERSE BUILDERS’ SUNDRIES
PURNACI C1MENT
IM c C lo ry l.
An excellent jo ln ilng  con found  for 
Furnocei, Boilers ond Stoves. 
Packed ready for use In 2 fc. tin*
K IIN I'S  CIMINT
Oves a superfine, glosslike wall 
surface for Hospitals, Laboratories, 
etc
112 lbs. ond per lb.
SNOW CRITI
W hite cement for pointing glased 
tiles and for term  n o  work. 
Pocked In 94 lb. paper packets ond 
loose per lb.
T IL I  FIXtNO C IM IN T
For wall and floor Hies. 
Moisture and heat resistant.
I gallon, j  gallon, I p in t and 1 p in t 
tins.
COPPIR SHUTS
Sites: 6 ' x 3' and 8 ' x  4 ' 
Gouges: 18, 20, 22 and 24 S.W.G.
COPPIR STRIP IN  COI'.
W idths: 1 2 ',  16" ond 18". 
Gouges:
16, 18, 24, 26  ond 28 S.W.G. 
COPPIR CIRCUS
Over 15" up to 2 4 " diameter. 
Gauges: 18, 20, 22 ond 24 S.W.G.
CORK SLABS
Sizes: 3 0 "  x I 0 " ,  In thickness 
from I " to 12 ".
CRACK FILLIR
For repairing damaged surfaces, 
plaster, wood, brick, jointings, etc 
I lb. pockets.
CRIOSOTI
Preservative.
Pocked In I gallon and 4 gallon tins 
ond 45 gallon drums.
FIRECLAT
Packed In 200 lb. bags
W INDOW  GLASS
Clear 116 ond 21 os I ,  Obscure, 
W ired, Drawn Sheet, etc.
Cut to any sizes.
Per square foot.
GLOVES (INDUSTRIAL)
Heavy Rebber.
In  three sizes: I I  ", 18 " and 2 2 " 
long.
L ight Rubber.
One size only: I " long.
OIL STONI ( IN D IA !
Sizes: 1 x 2”  x I "
8 " x 2 "  x I '
Available In Coarse, Medium and 
Fine.
CORRUGATED IRON
Available In the following lengths:
6", 7", 8", 9", 10", I I " ,  12". 
and In the following widths:
1. 8 x 3 "  corrugations
Overall w idth 2 6 ".
Coverage 2 4 ".
2. 10 x 3 " corrugations.
Overall w idth 3 2 ".
Coverage 30 ".
A ll Corrugate.. Iron Is 24 gouge.
FLAT IRON 
Fie# Sheets (Gelvenlsed).
Sizes: 6 ' x 3", 8" x 3" ond 8 x 4". 
Gouges:
14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24 one 26. 
Flat Sheets l l le c k l  ICeld Relied). 
Sizes: 6  x 3", 8" x 3 ond 8" x 4", 
Gauges: 16, 18, 20, 22, 24 and 26. 
Only 6" x 3" sheets are available In 
28 c »  qe.
HOOP IRON
B le b
I "  x 16 Gauge.
I I "  x 16 Gauge.
I | " x 16 Gauge 
In Colls
Gelvealsvd.
I "  x 16 Gouge.
11" x lu  Gauge.
11" x 16 Gauge.
I I "  x 17 Gauge.
11" x IE Gauge.
I "  x 1 "  Gouge.
HOOGOONDSIMINT
IM cC loryl 
"n U llslekende losmengsel v ir hoog- 
oonde, ketels en slowe. 
Verpok gereed vlr gebruik In bllkke 
von 2 pond.
KEENE IE SIMINT
Gee "n superlyn, glosogllge muur- 
oppervlokte v lr hospitole, 
loborolorturns, ens.
112 pd. en per pond.
SNOW CRITI 
W it sement v ir viegslryklng van ge- 
gloiuurde I eels en vir terrassowerk. 
Verpok In poplersokke van 94 pd 
en los per pd.
TE ELVASHIGTINGSIME NT
V lr m uur- en vloerteWs. 
Bes'and teen vogllgheid en h llte . 
Blikke van I gelling, 4 gelling,
I p in t en 1 pint.
K0PIRPLATI
Grootles: 6" x 3" en 8" x 4". 
M a le : 18, 20, 22 en 24 S.W.G.
KOPIRSTROOK IN ROL 
B r.ed ie i: 12", 16" en 18" 
Mate: 16. IB, 24, 26 en 28 SW.G.
KOPIRSIRKILS
Oar 15" to t 2 4 " deursn 
M a le : 18, 20, 22 en 24 S.WG.
KURKPLAKKI
Groottes: 3 0 "  x 1 0  ", In diktes van 
I "  to t 12 ". 
KRAAKVULLER 
V ir herstel van beskodigde opper- 
vlokles, plelsler, haul, boksleen, 
voe#, ens.
I pd. pokkles.
KREOSOOT
Bewoormlddel.
Verpok In blikke van I en 4 gelling 
en trrm m e von 45 gelling.
VUURVASTI K L II 
Verpok In sakke van 200 pd. 
RUITGLAS
Helder 116 en 21 ons l, mat, 
bedrood, getrokke plaat, ens. 
Volgens enlge grootles gesny.
Per vlerkonte voet
H AN D SKO IN I IN T W IR H IID ) 
Sweer Rubber.
In  drle nommers: 11 ", 18" en 2 2 " 
lank.
U g le  Rubber.
Slegs een nommer: I I "  lank.
O LIISTE IN  I INDIE I
Grootles: 6 "  x 2 "  x I "
8 "  x 2 "  x I "  
Beskikbaar In graf, medium en fyn.
G iaO LFD I TITER
Beskikbaar In die volgende lengtes:
6", 7", 8", 9". 10", I I " ,  en 12". 
en In die volgende bveedles:
I .  8 x 3 "  golwlngs.
Totole breedle 76 ". 
Dekklng ?4"
2 10 x 3 "  golwlngs.
Totole breedle 32" . 
Dekklng 30 ".
A lle  gegolfde ysler is 2 4 " moot.
PLAT VITER
Piet Plele IGi »>—  »••**
Grootles: 6" x 3", 8" x 3* en 8" x 4". 
M ate: 16, 18, 20, 22, 24 en 26.
Piet Plele I Swell I (Keud gewelsl.
Grootles: 6" x 3", 8" x 3 en 8" x 4".
M ate: 16, 18, 20, 22, 24 en 26. 
Slegs 6" x 3" plate Is beskikbaar In 
28 moot.
H0IPELVSTER
Swert.
I "  x 16 moot.
11" x 16 moot.
I I "  x 16 moot.
In rolle.
Oegelwenlseer.
I "  x 16 moot.
11”  x 16 moot.
I I "  x lb  moot.
I I "  x 17 moat.
I ) "  x 18 moot.
1 " x 4 "  moot.
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BOUEltSMVERSE BUlLDEltS’ SUNDRIES
I
O M
Straining ly e  Bolt
S’ *  12* x  1*. GeNinlied
Oog ipanbeut 
Groette 12* x  |*  Gegilwinliwr
a  m
Hook Belt 
Gilvinliad
••ter: I* .  3 | . 4*. 4J*. S* in4 *  x ** and *
Haahbout
Gagilwanliear
Groottai: K I f .  4*. 4 f .  I *  an 4 x  I *  an A *
O 'ft Heeling Screw 
Screw thread, gimlet point and drive. Oalvanlted. 
Sima: 2 f  and 1*
Daktkroef
SkroaMraad. frokboorpunt an drywlng. Gegalwanlieer. 
Greettas: 2 |* an I
O II
Tim ber Connector 
Houtverblnder
Q 72
Lead Roofing W a ih er  
Waterproof type (Patent)
Slmea: f  and A  dlatn. hole
Looddakwaater 
Gewene tlpe.
Gat met f  an A  deuranlt
O 71
Roofing Waaher (Round) 
Galvanliad Sta 
f  dlam. hole
Dakwaater (Rend) 
Gtgalwanlaaarda ataal 
Gat met f  deuranlt
Diamond Washer 
f  a id A  die liole
D amantwaatar
Gat f  an A  deuranlt
O 74 
L I  A D  R O O F IN G  
W A SH ER
Plain Type 
Sizes: f  and A  dlam.
a is
Veranda.i B elt and N u t  
tlaas: f  dlam. x 4*. »*. I*. I f .  I f .  2* 
Finish: Galvanized
Verandabeot en m eer
Groot tea:
f  deuranlt x  f .  # . I*. I f .  I f  en 2* 
Afwerklng: Gegalwanlaeer
O It
Curved Conical Washers 
Galvanized Steel 
A  dlam hole
Gekrem de konleee waatera 
Gegalwanlseerde steal 
Gat met A  deuranlt
G 77 Carriage Roll and N u t  
Cup head, stjuare shoulder, square i
Balkbeut on m eer
Domvormlge kop, vlerkantlge skeuer, 
vlerkantlge moer 
Dlam. long
lent
l* — f  .
I" — #*
I* — II*
I ' -  ISI
Q 1 1 A 1  11 V » h  I II n i l ,  H i  \  u  - ,  i , j o  M A N S ' I  t l H I I U i
ROOFING FIXINGS W. R l’ OUSTRED l t d .  IEST. issoi c a ta lo g u e  PSSO
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GEREEDSKAP T O O L S
2 * * * &
C M l
L lT T m  a n d ; f io u iw  f u n c h i s
I*  lets A le  Z, I «e 0.
»«.. & . *  r  a *, r  t*
LlTTm- IN  FIOUU1FONS1
In stelle A te l Z, I le t 0. 
G reo tw : * *  . A*, * f
C M l
K IT  H O L I  S A W  H A N D L I
Msl« of Ash 
S-im Nos. 1 ,1 wd 3
B L O T 1A A O H A N D V A T B IL
Geniisk van esderlnihout 
Grootles: Mrs. I,  2 an 3
C 343 
R O O F IN G  F U N C H
Hie: r  x  **
D A K F O N I
Greettas: 7* x  1*
C 344
F L O G G IN G  C H IS IL
10" x |"  Octsio 
Catting sites: A M * -
M U U K F O N S
10" x I *  sghoeklg 
Snygroottes: A ", Y
C 341 
C O L D  C H IS IL  
K O U B IIT IL
4" X
Slias/Groottas:
I" .  T l x  I " ,  r  x  I " ,  10" y  | "  4  I". 12 
i f  x  I* A I f .  ..........................14* x r e  i f .
x * 4 I* 
10" x  I" 4  I f
O * j|
C 347
F O L D IN G  B U R V lY O r S  L A T H
lls ta  with white figures marked In lent end Inch*. In f  
both sides. N e t Ogerw In red. Length 4 0".
, *  *,«A wmoeo
O FV O U B A R B  L A N D M B T IM L A T
Swart met wit sylm  gamerk met an dwhan. k  g" ween 
kante. Voaeiyfen In r e * ,  lengte 4" f.
C  340
S T I IL  S T R A IG H T  I  DOB 
Follshad, hsrdinad and tempered One beveled edge.
Sites: 24 X I f .  3i" X I f .  4 T  X 2".
Marked a 1/14 Inch*.
S T A A L R II
r, verhard en getemper. Een skulwkaal. 
G ro o tt*: 24* x I f .  34 x I f ,  40* x 2". 
Gemerk in 1/14 delme.
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Wood and Iron Bungalow.
COXMIHXU
D ining B o o n . D raw ing Room, Three Bedroom*.
  Kitchen, Pantry, and Bathroom. ------
Emimeied Coat of Material only £ 2 3 0 .  
Approximate Weight. 18 ton*
Approximate Meaeurement, i.Aoo cubic feeL
Hout en Yzer Landhcis.
•STalTSXBl 
Eet-kamer, Zit-kamer, drie Slaap-kamers,
—  Kombuia. Diepena, en Bad-kamer. —
ICoam ema Materiaal geachat legen ileehu £ 2 3 0 .
Ifaaela gewiche i l  toonin.
B iaale afmedng 1,600 kubieke eneten.
25x1
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U IL D K H S *  SXJI*$»LY Co. ! * * < * - ,  - ZJL B T  L O N D O N .
Wood and Iron Bungalow.
COMMIHKO
D ialog Room, Drmwiiig Room, Four Bod-Room*. 
Sc ro o ts ' Rf-om, K itchen. Pm ntir end Both Room. 
Estimoted cost o l M aterial, only £4 71 ,
A pproilm ote W eight, JO tom. 
Appraximote Memnrement, T i cubic lect.
Hout en Yzer Landhuis.
■s t a t t d t i
Ret homer Z lt-keaer. Tier Sloep-kamero Komer 
Toor D lenitbode, Kombule, Diipene cm Bed-komer.
Recto rmn Moterieol geeohct tegen cl eel ti £471.
Name to gewicht, SO tonnem.
Xcoete slm eting, 1,700 ksblekc eocL
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CORRUGATED SHEET STEEL SPECIFICATIONS
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STAGGOlffl SHEBuNG 1 ^ A /Z  c /C O & '/E k \
WnMWETTEO BNO-LAPS. c£ l A ? Z T
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CORRUGATED IRON FIXING DETAILS 
lo w o n !( |msBU,'D'N6S' EDI,AR ‘■ewis< th e  TECHN|CAL p ress  ltd .
Wle4ews ta It*  M lila ^ -T h e  method o f flung a box
window-lame In n wood-end-inm building i,  evident ftom  Fig. 112.
A eouple 6t 4 |"  bj 1 *" poeta, 
A, A, an  erected ebout 1 inch 
further npert than the extreme 
width o f the window-lame, 
their ends being checked into 
the topmost end bottommost 
reile, D, D, to e depth o f ebout 
|  Inch. Between these poets 
two a ils , B, B, era inserted et 
*  vertical distance apart ex- 
ceeding the extreme vertical 
height o f the window frame 
b j about 1 ijc h ; the ends of 
then a ils  are checked into 
the poets to a depth of about 
1 hich. The window-frame 
»eto on the lower B ra il, so 
that its  outer face projwite
U s ^  the p o it. A, and Is s la  stitch.ostied to the
9m. I l l
the 
Ire*
driven hat
iBSP
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WINDOWS IN CORRUGATED IRON BUILDINGS
w V : .  a E z a c a  $ r a s  ^
MANLEY FLATS STATION 1884
Copies ol Railway Archives drawings from 
Prof. D J C Rodfordk collection
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NCR PLATELAYERS SINGLE QUARTERS 1905
Copies of Railway Archives drawings from 
Prof. D J C Radford's collection
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NCR MANAGER IN CHARGE DONNYBROOK 1903
Copies of Railways Archives drawings from 
Prof. D J C Radford's collection
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SAR STATION BERG RIVER 1911
Copies of Railway Archives.drawings from 
Prof. D J C Radford's collection
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COPY FROM A ' '  
GENERAL PLAN 
DATED 1699 
(Alricono Library)
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Married quarlers ^ 
numbered ^  to (1#
Recreation Hall 
numbered
SIMMER & JACK 
MINES LIMITED
M a rr ie d  q u a r te rs
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MINES LIMITED
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MINES LIMITED
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Married quar ters
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MRS. S M ROOD
Stand no. 77  
Parktown North 
Johannesburg
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M n n io lp o l O o n n e il o f  J o h a n n o ib n rg . ^
Application for Approval of Plans.
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M o rta r In W alls to be composed o f...............................
Damp Coarse lo  be e f. .............................................
Foundations to  be of ZT "   _  M orta r
Roof to  be core red w ith    't~J—.....&*+  • •«
S ta irs  Idth of Going................................... In. Height of
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